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ABSTRACT
Impoundments used for management of coal combustion products (CCPs) have historically
employed a variety of liner designs. While some did not have liners, others were built using
engineered or compacted clay liners (CCLs) or composite liners consisting of a geomembrane
(GM) barrier overlying compacted clay. Still others were designed to utilize thick natural clay
deposits as liners. The objective of this research was to evaluate the performance of alternative
liners relative to a base case composite liner as specified under the Coal Combustion Residual
(CCR) Rule. If alternative liners are capable of performing similarly to the base case liner, then
that provides evidence that those alternative liners can be protective of human health and the
environment (HHE), in which case a performance standard approach to regulating facilities with
alternative liners can be protective of HHE. Conversely, if alternative liners do not perform
similarly to the base case, then a performance standard is less likely to be protective of HHE. A
three-phase approach was used to address this objective:
•

A conceptual review of containment strategies using composite and alternative liners

•

A model evaluation similar in approach to USEPA’s 2014 CCR Risk Assessment, but with
some modifications to facilitate relative evaluation of alternative liners at the point of
compliance

•

A case example in which a detailed review was performed on a surface impoundment with an
alternative liner for which no statistically significant increases in concentration have been
determined to date

Keywords
Coal combustion product
CCP management
Composite liner
Natural clay liner
Geosynthetic clay liner (GCL)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Deliverable Number: 3002016498
Product Type: Technical Report

Product Title: Relative Liner Performance for Coal Combustion Product Management
Sites: Conceptual Review and Model Evaluation for Surface Impoundments
PRIMARY AUDIENCE: Environmental managers interested in learning more about liners in use at existing
coal combustion product (CCP) impoundments
SECONDARY AUDIENCE: Stakeholders interested in learning more about liners in use at existing CCP
impoundments
KEY RESEARCH QUESTION
Impoundments used for management of CCPs have historically employed a variety of liner designs. While
some did not have liners, others were built using engineered or compacted clay liners (CCLs) or composite
liners consisting of a geomembrane (GM) barrier overlying compacted clay. Still others were designed to
utilize thick natural clay deposits as liners. The objective of this research was to evaluate the performance of
alternative liners relative to a base case composite liner as specified under the Coal Combustion Residuals
(CCR) Rule. If alternative liners are capable of performing similarly to the base case liner, then that provides
evidence that those alternative liners can be protective of human health and the environment (HHE); therefore,
a performance standard approach to regulating facilities with alternative liners can be protective of HHE.
Conversely, if alternative liners do not perform similarly to the base case, then a performance standard is less
likely to be protective of HHE.
RESEARCH OVERVIEW
A three-phase approach was used to address the research objective: 1) a conceptual review of containment
strategies using composite and alternative liners; 2) a model evaluation similar in approach to USEPA’s 2014
CCR Risk Assessment, but with some modifications to facilitate relative evaluation of alternative liners at the
point of compliance; and 3) a case example in which a detailed review was performed for a surface
impoundment with an alternative liner for which no statistically significant increases in concentration have
been determined to date.
KEY FINDINGS
• The conceptual review (Section 2) describes the mechanisms by which natural, compacted clay, and
composite liners contain leachate as well as conditions under which natural and CCLs can perform
similarly to composite liners.
• The results of the comparative modeling (Section 3) indicated:
o The frequency of defects simulated had negligible effect on model results for the composite
liner. These results suggest that a composite liner with a GM that does not meet the criteria of
the CCR Rule may be able to perform similarly to the base case composite specified in the
CCR Rule. This is supported by the conceptual observation in Section 2 that a thinner GM,
while more prone to tears and punctures, can more comfortably overlay the substrate than a
thicker GM. Both are offsetting factors when evaluating liner performance.
o Thick natural clay liners with a hydraulic conductivity of about 10-8 cm/s performed more
similarly to the base case composite liner scenario than to an unlined scenario. Conversely,
engineered liners and thick natural clay liners with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s yielded
10538863
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•

•

•

results that were closer to the unlined scenario than to the base case composite scenario.
Sensitivity analyses showed that more refined modeling scenarios for natural clay liners
accounting for constituent migration and sorption within the liner in addition to potential
confined groundwater conditions in the underlying aquifer reduced the maximum modelpredicted downgradient concentrations. For these revised scenarios, performance of the
natural clay liners approached that predicted for the baseline composite scenario.
o This modeling incorporated numerous conservative assumptions. Moreover, thousands of
combinations of environmental parameters identified in the Monte Carlo analysis for each
scenario yielded model results in which maximum constituent concentrations at the point of
compliance did not exceed the human health benchmark within the 10,000-year time frame of
the modeling. These results, by extension, suggest that there are many plausible scenarios in
which alternative liners can be protective of HHE.
Highlighting the modeling results, a case study (Section 4) was presented that shows an effective
natural clay liner at a surface impoundment site in southeastern Michigan. The geology was well
characterized both by regional USGS studies and by site-specific investigations showing that a
competent 35-ft-thick natural clay layer with a hydraulic conductivity between 5.5 × 10-9 and
2.2 × 10-8 cm/s is present. Groundwater monitoring data showed low, stable concentrations of boron,
the key indicator constituent for CCP leachate, and no statistically significant increases for other
monitored constituents.
Taken together, the conceptual evaluation, modeling results, and case study provide evidence that
certain alternative liners—such as non-federally compliant composite liners and thick natural clay
liners with low hydraulic conductivity—can achieve performance approaching that of the base case
composite liner, which the USEPA (2014) has determined is protective of HHE.
These findings are not intended to support use of alternative liners for new units. As noted in the
conceptual evaluation, the base case composite liner is protective regardless of hydrogeologic
environment. Rather, these results suggest that certain existing units with non-federally compliant
composite liners, or with thick natural clay liners that have low hydraulic conductivity, can be similarly
protective of HHE as the base case composite liner at sites with favorable hydrogeologic conditions.

WHY THIS MATTERS
A 2018 litigation decision called for USEPA to remand portions of the CCR Rule and amend it to force closure
of any CCP impoundment regulated under the rule that did not have a composite liner as specified by the
CCR Rule, regardless of whether other triggers for closure such as a release to groundwater had occurred.
This research indicates that there are hydrogeologic scenarios where certain alternative liners are capable of
protecting HHE similarly to the base case composite liner. These findings and supporting information provide
a science-based reference that agencies responsible for regulation of CCP surface impoundments can
consider when determining if a performance standard approach to regulating existing CCP impoundments
with alternative liners can be protective of HHE.
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HOW TO APPLY RESULTS
Readers interested in learning about how liners contain leachate and how liner performance is evaluated can
refer to the conceptual discussion in Section 2, which is applicable to both landfills and surface impoundments.
Readers interested in learning about the relative performance of different liner alternatives in a surface
impoundment setting can refer to the model evaluation described in Section 3 and case example described
in Section 4.
LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
• Previous EPRI research has investigated the chemical compatibility of clay liners (3002008482, 2016)
and geosynthetic clay liners (3002003770, 2014) with CCP leachates.
EPRI CONTACT: Bruce Hensel, Principal Technical Leader, bhensel@epri.com
PROGRAM: Coal Combustion Products: Environmental Issues, PS49A

Together...Shaping the Future of Electricity®
Electric Power Research Institute
3420 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304-1338 • PO Box 10412, Palo Alto, California 94303-0813 USA
800.313.3774 • 650.855.2121 • askepri@epri.com • www.epri.com
© 2019 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Inc. All rights reserved. Electric Power Research Institute, EPRI, and
TOGETHER...SHAPING THE FUTURE OF ELECTRICITY are registered service marks of the Electric Power Research Institute, Inc.
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HDPE
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MCL
MDEQ
MSW
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POE
RCRA
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TDS
USEPA
USGS
VOC

American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society for Testing and Materials
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Conceptual Site Model
Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids
USEPA Composite Model for Leachate Migration and Transformation Products
Electric Power Research Institute
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Groundwater-Surface Water Interface
High Density Polyethylene
Human Health and the Environment
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
Hazardous Waste
Maximum Contaminant Level
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality
Municipal Solid Waste
Mixed Waste
Point of Compliance
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
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Total Dissolved Solids
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1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In 2015, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) published a final rule to
regulate the disposal of coal combustion residuals (CCRs) in surface impoundments (SIs) and
landfills (USEPA, 2015). This rule (hereafter called “the CCR Rule”) established criteria for
liner systems to determine whether a CCP 1 unit was lined or unlined. A lined/unlined
classification is important for SIs because unlined SIs are subject to unique closure requirements.
Under the CCR Rule as originally promulgated, a lined CCP unit was required to have one of the
following types of liner systems:
•

“A liner consisting of a minimum of two feet of compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity
of no more than 1 × 10-7 cm/sec” (40 CFR 257.71[a][1][i]);

•

A composite liner system with “the upper component consisting of, at a minimum, a 30-mil
geomembrane liner (GM), and the lower component consisting of at least a two-foot layer of
compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1 × 10-7 cm/sec. GM
components consisting of high density polyethylene (HDPE) must be at least 60-mil thick”
(40 CFR 257.70[b]); or

•

An alternative composite liner system with “the upper component consisting of, at a
minimum, a 30-mil GM, and a lower component, that is not a geomembrane, with a liquid
flow rate no greater than the liquid flow rate of two feet of compacted soil with a hydraulic
conductivity of no more than 1 × 10-7 cm/sec. GM components consisting of high density
polyethylene (HDPE) must be at least 60-mil thick” (40 CFR 257.70[c]).”

On August 21, 2018, the District of Columbia (DC) Circuit Court vacated portions of the CCR
Rule relating to liner requirements. The Court found that there was a lack of support for
USEPA’s position that potential leaks from clay and alternative liner systems could be detected
and promptly addressed, and would thus meet the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) standard that they can be protective of human health and the environment (HHE).
Furthermore, the Court determined that only composite liners met the RCRA HHE protection
standard (US Court of Appeals, 2018). The Court’s decision was based on information contained
in USEPA’s 2014 Human and Ecological Risk Assessment of Coal Combustion Residuals report
(herein referred to as the “CCR Risk Assessment;” USEPA, 2014), which indicated that claylined SIs were more likely to leak than composite-lined SIs. Specifically, citing the USEPA’s
regulatory impact analysis (USEPA, 2010a), the Court said “clay-lined surface impoundments
have a 9.1 per cent chance of causing groundwater contamination at drinking water wells at a
one-mile distance from the impoundment perimeter” (US Court of Appeals, 2018). Implicitly,
EPRI uses the term “coal combustion product” (CCP) for the materials USEPA refers to as CCRs. In this
document, “CCR” is only used when specifically referencing the CCR Rule and USEPA’s 2014 CCR Risk
Assessment.

1
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this statement indicates that 90.9% of the clay liner scenarios modeled in the CCR Risk
Assessment had maximum concentrations lower than the criteria for contamination at a drinking
water well at a 1-mile distance, suggesting that a clay liner, as modeled by USEPA, may be
protective in some circumstances. However, an evaluation of alternative liner performance that
would better facilitate comparing different scenarios would be to assess impacts to groundwater
at a fixed point of compliance (POC, e.g., the downgradient boundary of the waste facility)
rather than at a variable point of exposure (POE, e.g., distance of 1 mile) as USEPA did for the
2014 CCR Risk Assessment (USEPA, 2014). USEPA’s approach in the CCR Risk Assessment
may result in the assessment of groundwater impacts at POEs that are located a considerable
distance from the waste facility boundary and are not located in the most-concentrated portion of
the model-predicted plume.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this research is to evaluate the performance of alternative liners relative to a
base case composite liner as specified under the CCR Rule. If alternative liners are capable of
performing similarly to the base case liner, then that provides evidence that that those alternative
liners can be protective of HHE, in which case a performance standard approach to regulating
facilities with alternative liners can be protective of HHE. Conversely, if alternative liners do not
perform similarly to the base case, then a performance standard is less likely to be protective of
HHE. A three-phase approach was used to address this objective:
•

A conceptual review of containment strategies using composite and alternative liners
(Section 2)

•

A model evaluation similar in approach to the CCR Risk Assessment, but with some
modifications to facilitate relative evaluation of alternative liners at the POC (Section 3)

•

A case example in which a detailed review was performed on an SI with an alternative liner
for which no statistically significant increases in concentration have been determined to date
(Section 4)

1.3 About This Report
The research presented in this report was previously described in two white papers:
•

Strategies for Containment at Coal Combustion Product Facilities. Prepared for EPRI by
Craig Benson, February 18, 2019.

•

Model Evaluation of the Relative Performance of Alternative Liners. Prepared for EPRI by
Gradient, February 13, 2019.

The information and conclusions presented in this report are identical to that presented in the
white papers, although the organization is slightly different, and some wording has been edited to
improve clarity.

1-2
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2

CONCEPTUAL REVIEW OF CONTAINMENT
STRATEGIES USING COMPOSITE AND ALTERNATIVE
LINERS
2.1 Background
Strategies for containment of wastes and residuals have evolved over the past 40 years in
response to new regulations and lessons learned regarding the propensity for groundwater
contamination from different waste streams. Prior to promulgation of the RCRA in 1976 and the
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) to RCRA in 1984, many waste containment
facilities around the world were unlined and were not equipped with systems for managing and
treating liquids and gases derived from the waste. The HSWA provided minimum standards for
engineering containment for RCRA hazardous wastes, including leachate collection systems,
polymeric liners (geomembranes), and composite liners consisting of a geomembrane over an
earthen liner constructed with fine-textured soil and compacted to achieve low hydraulic
conductivity. These standards are described in RCRA Subtitle C (40 CFR 264 Subpart N) and
were intended to provide comparable protection of groundwater resources regardless of where a
hazardous waste landfill was operating.
Minimum standards for containment of non-hazardous wastes were promulgated in 1991 and are
described in RCRA Subtitle D (40 CFR 258 Subpart D). These standards originally applied
primarily to municipal solid waste (MSW) and non-hazardous industrial wastes (aka “special”
wastes that are not RCRA hazardous) but excluded high-volume non-hazardous industrial wastes
such as mining spoils and byproducts of coal combustion from electrical generation. Subtitle D
stipulates that landfill designs for non-hazardous wastes “must ensure that the concentration
values … will not be exceeded in the uppermost aquifer at the relevant point of compliance” (40
CFR 258 Subpart D). This provision requires that the landfill be designed in a manner that
prevents groundwater contamination, and the owner is required to demonstrate compliance.
Implicit in this approach is an understanding that a variety of means can be used to protect
groundwater, with the most appropriate strategy depending on the geological and hydrological
setting (e.g., a thick natural clay liner or a thinner composite liner). RCRA Subtitle D also
includes an alternative provision to incorporate a composite liner with a leachate collection
system without demonstrating that the design is protective of groundwater, with the implicit
understanding that containment with a composite liner will ensure protection of groundwater
quality in all environments.
The CCR Rule promulgated in 2015 established liner design criteria for new disposal facilities
for CCPs that are codified in 40 CFR 257 (CFR 2015) within RCRA Subtitle D. These criteria
extend the Subtitle D criteria for non-hazardous wastes to CCP disposal facilities. As shown in
Figure 2-1, the 40 CFR 257 criteria require a composite liner consisting of:
2-1
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“two components; the upper component consisting of, at a minimum, a 30-mil [0.75 mm]
geomembrane liner (GM), and the lower component consisting of at least a two-foot [610
mm] layer of compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1×10−7
centimeters per second (cm/s). GM components consisting of high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) must be at least 60-mil [1.5 mm] thick. The GM or upper liner component must
be installed in direct and uniform contact with the compacted soil or lower liner
component.”

The 40 CFR 257 criteria further stipulates that the composite liner must be “constructed of
materials that have appropriate chemical properties and sufficient strength and thickness to
prevent failure” and “cover all surrounding earth likely to be in contact” with CCPs or leachate
from CCPs. Included in 40 CFR 257 is a provision for alternative composite liner designs and a
stipulation that a professional engineer must certify that the alternative composite liner meets the
requirements of 40 CFR 257.

Leachate
Collection
System
Geomembrane ≥ 0.76 mm (30 mil)
Soil Liner ≥ 610 mm (2 ft); hydraulic conductivity
no more than 1x10-7 cm/s

Composite
Liner

Figure 2-1
Schematic of composite liner required by the CCR Rule (40 CFR 257) and by RCRA
Subtitle D (40 CFR 258)

The provisions in RCRA Subtitles C and D for composite liners are intended to provide a
minimum standard to ensure that groundwater will be protected in all geological and
hydrological environments where disposal facilities are deployed. These provisions also simplify
design and permitting, providing a direct way to demonstrate compliance without the complexity
and inherent uncertainty in an assessment of groundwater impact from a variety of different
design strategies permissible in 40 CFR 258. However, the provisions in Subtitle D for nonhazardous waste in 40 CFR 258 are clear that other containment strategies are permissible
provided that groundwater quality standards are ensured. This provision specifically recognizes
that groundwater protection can be achieved using a variety of strategies, including some
strategies employed prior to promulgation of Subtitle D such as natural clay liners and
compacted clay liners (CCLs).
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A variety of strategies have historically been deployed to contain CCPs and protect groundwater
quality. These strategies are reviewed in this paper, with examples provided where appropriate.
Methods to evaluate the efficacy of approaches for CCP containment prior to promulgation of
the CCR Rule are also described.

2.2 Natural and Engineered Clay Liners
Containment strategies employed prior to the CCR Rule varied considerably depending on when
a facility was constructed, the local geology and hydrology, and the regulatory environment
existing at the time the facility was permitted. The strategies range from uncontained landfills or
basins to composite-lined facilities, with many having natural clay liners or CCLs. The following
discusses landfills and basins constructed prior to the CCR Rule with natural clay barriers and
CCLs.
2.2.1 Natural Clay Liners
Disposal facilities with a natural clay liner consist of an excavation within a fine-textured
geological unit that has low hydraulic conductivity (Figure 2-2). Prior to RCRA Subtitle D,
disposal within an intact clay unit was the preferred method for containment of non-hazardous
waste (Quigley et al. 1987, Barone et al. 1989, 1992a,b) because the long-term performance of a
natural system was anticipated to be more sustainable over the long-term relative to an
engineered system. Desiccated and structured crust near the surface was removed, leaving
unstructured intact clay for containment (Quigley et al. 1987). These units may or may not
classify as “clay” by formal definitions (e.g., ASTM D2487), but generally contain sufficient
clay-sized particles so that the flow of leachate or basin water is constrained by low hydraulic
conductivity. Ideally, the hydraulic conductivity is so low that contaminant transport is
controlled by diffusion (transport driven by a gradient in chemical concentration or potential)
rather than advection (transport via flowing water) (Keller et al. 1989, Barone et al. 1992a,
Hendry and Wassenaar 2000, Hendry et al. 2009, Shackelford 2014). Mass fluxes due to
diffusive transport can be extremely low, and in some cases can have negligible impact on
groundwater quality (Barone et al. 1992a,b, Hendry and Wassenaar 1999, Shackelford 2014).
This is particularly true if redox conditions exist that promote chemical precipitation (Hendry
and Wassenaar 2000).
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Figure 2-2
CCP disposal facility constructed in natural clay with an underlying aquifer
Green arrows correspond to pathways for constituents in CCP leachate or basin water to reach and migrate in
groundwater. Borings with sample points are shown outside the perimeter and beneath the disposal facility that
could be used for assessing efficacy of the natural clay layer. Drawing is not to scale.

Thick intact clay units with very low hydraulic conductivity are common throughout North
America and Europe (Keller et al. 1989, Hendry and Wassenaar 1999). The most significant
challenge is demonstrating the efficacy of natural clay barriers for containment – that is,
demonstrating that the natural clay layer has adequately low hydraulic conductivity over the
entire footprint of the disposal facility. This is particularly true for clay layers near the surface
where pedogenic processes induce structure in the clay (Hendry and Wassenaar 2000, Benson et
al. 2011), which is difficult to detect with common sampling and testing approaches (Daniel
1989). Structure has a significant impact on hydraulic conductivity (Benson et al. 2011) and is
one of the primary reasons why the upper crust is commonly removed when constructing a
disposal unit with a natural clay liner.
A common approach to evaluate hydraulic conductivity is to collect a series of samples with
thin-wall sampling tubes (typically 75 mm diameter) and to test specimens from these samples in
flexible-wall permeameters using a procedure such as ASTM D5084. Samples of this size are too
small to capture the network of pores controlling flow in the field for a structured geomaterial. A
representative approach is to conduct larger-scale field tests (sealed double-ring infiltrometer
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tests, large-scale two-stage borehole tests) across the surface of the clay to capture the field-scale
hydraulic conductivity (Daniel 1989, Benson et al. 1994, 1999). Daniel (1989) provides
recommendations for appropriate in situ testing methods that can be used to assess the field-scale
hydraulic conductivity of a natural clay liner.
An alternative approach using laboratory testing methods is to collect large-scale undisturbed
block samples using the methodology described in ASTM D7015. Specimens having a diameter
of at least 300 mm and tested in flexible-wall permeameters using ASTM D5084 are generally
acceptable to provide a reliable measurement of field-scale hydraulic conductivity (Benson et al.
1994, 1999). An advantage of this approach is that the tests can be conducted over a range of
effective stresses simulating different stages of filling of a disposal facility. By contrast, in situ
tests are conducted at the lowest stress (near zero) that the soil will experience, which yields the
highest hydraulic conductivity and will not represent the condition existing when a disposal
facility is operating or closed.
Abichou et al. (2002) took this approach to characterize the field hydraulic conductivity of an
aquitard beneath a disposal facility. The test data were used as part of a performance assessment
to evaluate how the containment facility with an alternative liner configuration might affect
concentrations in groundwater over time as the facility was filled. The performance assessment
included a transport analysis accounting for the lining system, aquitard, and underlying
hydrogeological units serving as a groundwater supply. Hydraulic conductivities of block
specimens at low stress were comparable to hydraulic conductivities obtained with slug tests, but
were two to three orders of magnitude higher than the hydraulic conductivity of samples
collected in small thin-wall sampling tubes. Tests conducted on the block specimens over a range
of stresses showed that the hydraulic conductivity of the aquitard decreased more than an order
of magnitude as the disposal facility was filled, further constraining transport to groundwater.
The efficacy of an in-service natural clay liner can be evaluated by examining the distribution of
solutes within the porewater and bound to the mineral surface. Concentration profiles from intact
clay layers where diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism show relatively shallow
penetration with a well-defined variation in concentration with depth that can be described by a
diffusion process (Hendry and Wassenaar 2000). Cores obtained by drilling directly beneath a
disposal facility (e.g., drilling through the CCPs and into the underlying clay layer) can be
examined for elements known to be eluted from CCPs (e.g., Na, K, Ca, As, B, Se) at
concentrations higher than in the native porewater (Quigley et al. 1987, Barone et al. 1989).
Outside the footprint of the facility, cores can be examined for isotope ratios associated with
chlorine, oxygen, or water (e.g., deuterium, tritium) (Hendry and Wassenaar 2000). The vertical
distribution of species within the core is a clear indicator of the mechanisms controlling
transport, following a diffusion-dominated profile or an advection-dominated profile. If
preferential flow is present, the distribution of species will not follow a diffusion profile and will
show significant spatial variability. Studies of deeper intact clay layers in North America have
demonstrated that porewater velocities are on the order of 0.1–1 m/ka (or 0.1–1 mm/yr),
conditions where diffusion is the dominant mechanism of transport and mass fluxes are very low.
Field hydraulic conductivities at depth can be evaluated by installing piezometers and monitoring
the temporal variation of water levels after a slug of known volume is added to the piezometer.
Hydraulic conductivities obtained from field tests of this type should be consistent with
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interpretation of concentration profiles from the cores. Diffusion-dominated regimes correspond
to field hydraulic conductivities in the mid-10-8 cm/s range or lower (Keller et al. 1989).
An example of using stable oxygen isotopes to evaluate transport mechanisms in a thick clay
layer is shown in Figure 2-3. Oxygen isotopes are conservative tracers (non-sorbing) that migrate
under advection with a velocity equal to the porewater velocity, with the only source being
isotopically enriched porewater. The data in Figure 2-3 were obtained by isotopic analyses
conducted on porewater extracts from borings in a western Canadian till (Hendry and Wassenaar
1999). Transport analyses were conducted with the porewater velocity varied until a best fit was
obtained between predicted and measured profiles as a function of depth. The best fit indicated
that the porewater velocity was approximately 0.8 m per 10,000 years (0.08 mm/yr) and that
diffusion was the dominant process controlling transport. Tyler et al. (1999) describe a similar
analysis to evaluate the rate of advection below a disposal facility at the Nevada Test Site. They
used chloride isotopes associated with atmospheric nuclear weapons testing to assess the
significance of infiltration near the surface and the water velocity deeper in the vadose zone. The
analysis showed that porewater velocities were less than 10 mm/yr. Similarly, Scanlon et al.
(2003) describe chloride isotope analysis at proposed disposal sites in northern Texas and in the
Amargosa Desert in Nevada. Analysis of chloride isotope profiles showed that porewater
velocities were less than 0.1 mm/yr at both locations.
Similar types of analyses were conducted beneath the Confederation Road Landfill near Sarnia,
Ontario, to evaluate a natural clay barrier used for containment of MSW leachate. The landfill
was constructed in a 30-m thick layer of natural clay till. The upper 6 m of the till, which was
weathered and structured, was excavated to provide capacity for disposal. Porewater analyses
were conducted on samples from borings obtained 16 years after the landfill began operation.
The porewater was analyzed for major cations and anions, trace metals, dissolved organic
carbon, tritium, and oxygen isotopes, all of which had elevated concentrations in leachate
relative to the concentration in the porewater in the clay till (see example in Figure 2-4). The
analyses showed that the natural clay had a hydraulic conductivity less than 1 x 10-8 cm/s, a
condition where diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism. Comparable hydraulic
conductivities were obtained from hydraulic conductivity tests conducted on samples from the
underlying till. Groundwater beneath the clay till was not contaminated, confirming that the
natural clay was an effective barrier (Quigley et al. 1987, Yanful and Quigley 1990). If
preferential flow had occurred, diffusion-shaped profiles would not have been obtained and
constituents in the leachate likely would have been encountered in groundwater.
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Figure 2-3
Variation of stable oxygen isotope ratio (δ18) vs. depth in western Canadian till
Data from Hendry and Wassenaar 1999. VSMOW = Vienna standard mean ocean water in parts per thousand.
Solid line is fit of transport model showing porewater velocity <0.1 mm/yr (1 meter per 10,000 yr).

Similar analyses can be conducted at CCP disposal sites to evaluate the efficacy of a natural clay
barrier. Isotopic analysis of porewater in borings outside the perimeter of a facility (shown
schematically in Figure 2-2 and illustrated in Figure 2-3) can be used to understand the historical
effectiveness of a natural clay barrier. Within the perimeter of a disposal facility, concentration
profiles can be determined from porewater extracted from borings in the underlying clay layer to
assess the rate of contaminant migration and mechanisms controlling transport (see Figure 2-2
and Figure 2-4). Once the transport mechanisms are understood, the potential impacts on
groundwater resources can be evaluated.
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Figure 2-4
Variation in sodium and chloride concentrations with depth below the interface between
waste and underlying natural clay at the Confederation Road Landfill in Sarnia, Ontario
Concentrations at deepest depth correspond to background conditions in the porewater of the natural clay layer.
Fitted dashed lines correspond to predictions from a diffusive transport model. Sodium and chloride typically
have the high concentrations of all ionic species in MWS landfill leachate. Data from Yanful and Quigley
(1990).

2.2.2 Compacted Clay Liners
CCLs have been used successfully for waste containment for nearly four decades. They are a thin
variant on a natural clay liner (Figure 2-5), with construction specifications used to control the
properties of the clay and thereby remove the spatial variability inherent in a natural clay liner.
CCLs are often deployed on top of natural clay layers to manage uncertainty in containment by
the natural clay, and above more permeable subsurface conditions to control discharge to
groundwater. Properly constructed CCLs typically have hydraulic conductivity between 10-8 and
10-7 cm/s (5x10-8 cm/s being most common, Benson et al. 1999), which renders diffusion the
predominant transport mechanism (Shackelford 2014).
Wisconsin was an early adopter of CCLs for landfills in the US, requiring their use for MSW
landfills and CCP disposal facilities beginning in the late 1970s. MSW and CCP landfill cells in
Wisconsin with CCLs remain in service today in units constructed prior to promulgation of
RCRA Subtitle D, when Wisconsin began requiring composite liners for all new landfill cells.
Anecdotal reports from regulatory personnel indicate that these pre-Subtitle D CCLs in
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Wisconsin have been highly effective in protecting groundwater, with no groundwater quality
impacts attributed to leakage from engineered landfills with CCLs.
Leachate collection layer
(typ. 150-450 mm thick)

Compacted clay liner
(typ. 1-2 m thick)

Waste with leachate
(no leachate collection)

Thick natural
clay layer

Figure 2-5
Schematic profiles of a CCL with leachate collection layer (left) and thick natural clay liner
(right)

CCLs are constructed using detailed specifications and quality control procedures to ensure that
low hydraulic conductivity is achieved across the entire liner (Daniel 1990, Benson et al. 1999).
Construction occurs in a series of layers called “lifts,” with each lift approximately 150 mm
thick. Using a series of lifts ensures that a permeable zone in one lift is unlikely to be
hydraulically connected to permeable zones in other lifts, resulting in an overall hydraulic
conductivity that is sufficiently low. Benson and Daniel (1994a,b) conducted an analysis of the
number of lifts to minimize the probability of a continuous permeable pathway penetrating the
entire thickness of a CCL. They developed a multidimensional flow model accounting for spatial
variability in permeable zones within lifts connected by flow at the interfaces between lifts
(Figure 2-6), as observed in the field. They determined that the probability of a continuous
permeable pathway through a CCL decreased rapidly as the number of lifts increased from one
to four, with diminishing returns thereafter. Predictions obtained with their model were validated
using field data from CCLs of varying thickness.
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Figure 2-6
Schematic of a CCL with four lifts, illustrating pathway for preferential flow through
permeable zones within lifts and flow between lifts

The analysis conducted by Benson and Daniel (1994a,b) formed the basis for the minimum
thickness requirement for CCLs in RCRA Subtitle D (610 mm, or approximately four 150-mm
lifts) and confirmed that the minimum thickness requirement for CCLs in RCRA Subtitle C (900
mm, or six 150-mm lifts) was sufficient. Use of multiple relatively thin lifts also ensures that
compaction machinery can fully remold the clay during compaction, eliminating conductive
interclod voids and ensuring flow only occurs through microscale pores (Benson and Daniel
1990). Using at least four lifts combined with specifications on water content and minimum dry
unit weight that ensure compaction “wet of optimum” leads to clay liners with very low
hydraulic conductivity (Daniel 1990, Benson et al. 1999). The methods in Trast and Benson
(1995) and Benson et al. (1999) can be used to assess the as-built compaction condition and the
field hydraulic conductivity of a CCL under the stress imposed by the overlying CCPs.
Adverse chemical reactions can be a concern with CCLs as well as with natural clays.
Permeation with solutions with high concentrations of organic compounds or high ionic strength
can cause an increase in hydraulic conductivity (Shackelford 1994). More recent studies have
shown that most CCLs are resilient when permeated with CCP leachates, even those leachates
with high ionic strength (EPRI 2016, Benson et al. 2018). Highly plastic clays are an exception,
and can be evaluated with the CCP leachates to be contained using the procedures in EPRI
(2016) or Benson et al. (2018).

2.3 Composite Liners
2.3.1 Overview
The CCR Rule promulgated in 2015 (40 CFR 257 Subpart D) requires new CCP disposal
facilities to have a composite liner consisting of GM liner directly overlying a layer of
compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1×10−7 cm/s (Figure 2-7). The GM
must be at least 0.75-mm thick (30 mil) or at least 1.5-mm thick if the GM is high-density
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polyethylene (HDPE). The compacted soil layer must be at least 610 mm thick. The GM and
compacted soil are required to be chemically compatible with the CCPs to be contained and have
properties that ensure physical stability. The CCR Rule includes a provision for alternative
composite liner designs and stipulates that a professional engineer must certify that the
alternative design meets the stated requirements.
Alternative composite liner designs have been used for CCP disposal facilities and for other
waste containment facilities for which a liner design is stipulated in regulations. Alternative
composite liners generally are evaluated to determine if they are “equivalent” to the
“conventional” design stipulated in a regulatory code (e.g., 40 CFR 257). An “equivalency
assessment” may be conducted to obtain approval to install an alternative composite liner in a
new facility or to demonstrate that an existing liner is equivalent to the liner prescribed in a
regulation (Foose et al. 2002). An equivalency assessment differs from an assessment of
groundwater protection such as that cited in RCRA Subtitle D, as the comparison is only
between the alternative and prescribed composite liners without the context of the geological and
hydrological environment.
Composite liners have been adopted broadly for new waste containment systems because field
studies have shown that leakage rates for composite liners are very low (typically <10 mm/yr,
Bonaparte et al. 2002). These liners can be deployed in nearly any geological or hydrological
environment, providing a high degree of containment regardless of the underlying subsurface
conditions. In regions with a permeable subsurface and hydrological conditions that promote
leachate generation, composite liners can be critical for groundwater protection. In less
permeable environments with a well-defined fine-textured layer isolating underlying
groundwater (e.g., natural clay layer), the composite liner may have less impact for protecting
groundwater resources.
Composite liners are anticipated to have a very long lifespan. In an environment with high stress
imposed by overlying CCPs and high humidity from being buried at great depth, the compacted
clay layer is anticipated to retain low hydraulic conductivity in perpetuity in a manner analogous
to an aquitard at depth. GMs comprised of HDPE, which comprise the vast majority of GMs
installed globally for waste containment, are anticipated to last hundreds if not thousands of
years (Hsuan and Koerner 1998, Rowe 2005, Benson et al. 2011, Tian et al. 2017b). The most
recent research on lifespan of HDPE geomembranes indicates that the lifespan of a typical HDPE
geomembrane will be approximately 2000 years at temperatures on the order of 15 °C (Tian et
al. 2017b).
Leakage rates from composite liners are very low because the GM and soil component function
synergistically (Giroud et al. 1989, Giroud 1997, Benson 2001, Rowe 2012). When intact, the
non-polar and non-porous GM component is impervious to water for all practical purposes
(Giroud and Bonaparte 1989). However, even with the best construction and operational
practices, some holes or other defects in GMs are inevitable. These defects are highly conductive
if the material beneath the GM is permeable, making GM liners placed on a permeable subgrade
vulnerable to high leakage rates (Figure 2-7a). In contrast, a properly constructed soil liner has
low hydraulic conductivity (<10-7 cm/s) and a relatively low leakage rate per unit area
(Figure 2-7b). However, leakage from a soil liner occurs across the entire surface area, making
the total volume of leakage large in comparison. When a GM and soil liner are combined, the
benefits of both materials are optimal. The GM limits flow to the very small area associated with
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defects in the GM (Figure 2-7c), and the soil component provides resistance to flow in the areas
associated with GM defects. That is, the composite liner combines the low hydraulic
conductivity of the soil liner component material with the very small area for flow associated
with the GM component, resulting in a very low leakage rate per unit area. Accordingly, the
leakage rate from a composite liner diminishes with decreasing hydraulic conductivity of the soil
liner (Giroud 1997).
Leachate
Geomembrane
Permeable
Subgrade

(a) Geomembrane on permeable subgrade
Small area but very high flow
Very high leakage rate

Leachate
Compacted
Clay Liner

(b) Soil liner/compacted clay liner
Low flow rate over very large area
Modest leakage late

Leachate
Geomembrane
Compacted
Clay Liner

(c) Composite liner
Low flow rate over very small area
Very low leakage rate

Figure 2-7
Flow process in GM liner on a permeable subgrade (a), compacted clay or soil liner (b),
and composite liner (c)
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2.3.2 Alternative Composite Liners
Schematics of common alternative composite liners are shown in Figure 2-8. Alternative
composite liners for new CCP facilities are evaluated to determine if they are “equivalent” to the
prescribed design stipulated in a regulatory code (e.g., 40 CFR 257). The soil barrier in the
prescribed composite liner normally is a CCL constructed with fine-grained clayey soil obtained
from a borrow source on-site or nearby (Daniel 1990, Benson and Daniel 1994a, Benson et al.
1999, Bonaparte et al. 2002). However, alternatives to natural soils have been proposed for
CCLs. For example, Palmer et al. (2000) describe using a mixture of off-specification highcarbon fly ash, cementitious Class C fly ash, and bentonite to create a barrier having equivalent
hydraulic conductivity as a CCL.
Geosynthetic clay liners (GCLs) are often used in lieu of CCLs. They are factory-manufactured
clay liners approximately 6–10 mm thick that contain a layer of air-dry clayey material
sandwiched between two geotextiles bonded by needlepunching or stitching, with
needlepunching the most common bonding method (Figure 2-9a) (Jo et al. 2001, Kolstad et al.
2004, Benson 2013). The clayey material normally is granular or powdered bentonite, a natural
clay that consists primarily of the mineral montmorillonite and swells substantially when
hydrated with water. Factors making GCLs attractive for composite liners include rapid
deployment, limited consumption of air space, and the very low hydraulic conductivity of GCLs
to some liquids (Bradshaw and Benson 2014, Rowe 2014).
For GCLs to have low hydraulic conductivity, the bentonite granules in the GCL must hydrate
and swell to form a gel (Scalia and Benson 2010, Benson 2013) (Figure 2-9b). The bentonite in
GCLs can be highly sensitive to the chemistry of the leachate to be contained (Jo et al. 2001,
Kolstad et al. 2004, Scalia et al. 2014). A CCP leachate with high ionic strength or a
preponderance of multivalent cations can suppress swelling of bentonite, resulting in GCLs that
do not form a swollen bentonite gel during hydration and have hydraulic conductivity that is too
high for a composite liner to meet an equivalency assessment (EPRI 2014, Chen et al. 2018). For
these applications, GCLs containing a mixture of bentonite and polymer—referred to as a
bentonite-polymer composite (BPC) or polymer-modified bentonite (PMB)—can be used in
alternative liners for CCP disposal facilities (EPRI 2014, Salihoglu et al. 2016, Scalia et al. 2018,
Chen et al. 2019). Selection of the appropriate BPC and polymer loading requires a chemical
compatibility assessment as described in Benson et al. (2014). When BPC or PMB GCLs are
employed in an alternative liner configuration, special attention is necessary to ensure that the
polymer does not adversely affect the shear strength of the interfaces between the layers in the
composite liner, which can lead to physical instability (EPRI 2014, Chen et al. 2017).
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Leachate
Geomembrane
GCL
Subgrade
(a) Alternative GCL Composite liner

Leachate
Geomembrane
GCL
Attenuation
Layer
Subgrade
(b) Alternative GCL Composite Liner with
Attenuation Layer
Leachate
Geomembrane

Natural
Clay Layer

(c) Alternative Composite Liner with Natural
Clay Layer
Figure 2-8
Common alternative liners: GCL composite liner (a), GCL composite liner with attenuation
layer (b), and natural clay composite liner (c)
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In some cases, a composite liner with a GM over a GCL is underlain with a third layer referred to
as an attenuation layer (Figure 2-8b). The attenuation layer may or may not have low hydraulic
conductivity, but normally is more conductive than the GCL or a conventional CCL. The
attenuation layer reduces the concentration of contaminants leaving the base of the liner (i.e.,
lower surface of attenuation layer) through attenuation mechanisms (diffusion, dispersion,
sorption, and precipitation/degradation) (Foose et al. 2001b, 2002). Incorporating an attenuation
layer can also alleviate concerns regarding the relative thinness of a GCL composite liner relative
to a conventional composite liner with a CCL.
A GM placed over a natural clay layer can also serve as an alternative composite liner
(Figure 2-8c). The natural clay layer must have a combination of thickness and hydraulic
conductivity that ensures the applicable flow rate criterion is met over the entire footprint of the
facility. Natural clay layers with hydraulic conductivity much greater than 1 x 10-7 cm/s are
unlikely to be acceptable for an alternative composite liner but could be considered in
combination with a more permeable GCL in an alternative composite liner. Natural clay layers
with hydraulic conductivity less than 1 x 10-7 cm/s can be suitable provided they are at least 610
mm thick across the entire footprint of the disposal facility. As mentioned previously, natural
clay barriers require careful assessment to ensure they have low hydraulic conductivity (Daniel
1989).

Figure 2-9
Schematic of needle-punched GCL (a) and photograph of GCL with bentonite hydrated as
swollen gel (b)
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2.3.3 Composite Liner Equivalency Principle
The concept of composite liner equivalency emerged with the promulgation of Subtitle D of the
RCRA in 1991, which required that groundwater quality be protected against discharge from
landfills (i.e., groundwater “concentration values” are not exceeded, per 40 CFR 258 Subpart D).
Conducting an analysis to evaluate whether or not groundwater quality will be adversely affected
can be a complicated undertaking of site characterization and modeling. Consequently, a simpler
approach evolved whereby the effectiveness of an alternative composite liner is compared
relative to that of a Subtitle D composite liner in terms of the mass discharged from the base of
the liner (e.g., Katsumi et al. 2001). This approach is based on the implicit assumption in RCRA
Subtitle D that the composite liner is protective of groundwater, which has been demonstrated in
the field since RCRA Subtitle D was promulgated (Bonaparte et al. 2002, Mitchell et al. 2007).
Alternative composite liners that have equal or less mass discharge per unit area are considered
equivalent to the Subtitle D composite liner (Foose et al. 2002) and therefore will have equal or
lesser impact on underlying groundwater. Early analyses assumed that this comparison could be
made directly by comparing leakage rates between alterative liners and the Subtitle D composite
liner (Richardson 1997). However, subsequent research demonstrated that a more sophisticated
transport-based analysis was necessary for some constituents in leachate (Foose et al. 2002).
2.3.4 Contaminant Transport in Composite Liners
Contaminant transport in composite liners is affected by advection, diffusion, and reactions such
as sorption, precipitation, and degradation (Foose et al. 2001b, 2002, Rowe 2005, Park et al.
2012, Eun et al. 2017). Advection is characterized by the leakage rate from the composite liner.
Diffusion is controlled by the gradient in chemical potential between the leachate being
contained and the porewater in the subsurface beneath the facility. Sorption, precipitation, and
degradation are controlled by the materials used for the liner, the chemical characteristics of the
contaminants, pH and redox conditions within the liner, and the microbial community in the pore
space (Rowe 2005).
For non-polar organic contaminants such as volatile organic compounds, diffusion, sorption, and
degradation are the dominant mechanisms affecting transport (Foose et al. 2001b, 2002, Park et
al. 2012, Eun et al. 2017). Diffusion occurs across the entire surface of the liner because of
favorable partitioning between organic compounds in the leachate and the non-polar polymeric
GM (Park et al. 2012) (Figure 2-10). In contrast, advection only occurs through defects in the
GM and the portion of the underlying soil component engaged in flow. Because the areas of
transport for diffusion and advection differ dramatically, the mass flux of non-polar organic
contaminants attributed to diffusion is much larger than the mass flux attributed to advection.
This is commonly the case for containment facilities for MSW, hazardous waste (HW), and
mixed waste (MW), where non-polar organic compounds such as volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) are commonplace (Klett et al. 2005, Tian et al. 2017a). For this reason, composite liner
equivalency assessments for MSW, HW, and MW containment facilities typically are based on a
comparison of the mass flux of contaminants transported by diffusion across the entire surface of
the liner (Eun et al. 2017).
Dissolved constituents in CCP leachates include both charged and uncharged inorganic species
(EPRI 2014, 2016; Chen et al. 2015, 2018). These constituents do not partition into GMs;
therefore, diffusion across the surface of a composite liner for these constituents is nil (Foose et
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al. 2002). Consequently, transport is limited to advection and diffusion through defects in the
GM and the portion of the underlying soil liner that is engaged in flow. Sorption and
precipitation in the soil component of the composite liner also affect transport. Foose et al.
(2002) conducted an extensive numerical analysis of these mechanisms and demonstrated that
advection through GM defects and the underlying soil is the dominant transport mechanism. For
this reason, composite liner equivalency assessments for inorganic contaminants are normally
based on a comparison of rates of advection, or effectively a comparison of leakage rates. In
essence, an alternative composite liner with a lower leakage rate transports a lower mass flux of
contaminants and therefore is equivalent to or superior to the conventional composite liner.

Figure 2-10
Transport mechanisms in a composite liner
Dashed orange arrows correspond to one-dimensional diffusion of non-polar organic compounds that diffuse
through a GM; solid blue arrows correspond to advection and diffusion of all constituents through defects in a
GM.

2.3.5 Predicting Leakage Rates from Composite Liners
Flow in composite liners occurs through defects in the GM, between the GM and the underlying
soil liner in an interfacial zone, and then downward through the soil liner (Figure 2-11). The
leakage rate is controlled by the area over which the flow spreads in the interfacial zone, the
depth of liquid on the surface of the liner (dL), and the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the
soil liner component (KS) (Giroud 1997, Touze-Foltz et al. 1999, Foose et al. 2001). The area of
spreading in the interfacial zone is controlled by the transmissivity of the interface (TI), which is
affected by the stiffness of the GM, the texture of the surface of the soil liner component, and the
overburden stress on the surface of the liner (Foose et al. 2001, Rowe 2012). More flexible GMs,
smoother soil liner surfaces, and higher overburden stresses result in better contact between the
GM and the soil component, which results in lower interface transmissivity and a lower leakage
rate. For this reason, geotextiles are not placed between a GM and soil liner in a composite liner,
as the geotextile would create a more transmissive interface, greater spreading of flow, and
higher leakage rate.
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Figure 2-11
Flow processes in a composite liner
Flow downward through the defect in the GM component, laterally in the interfacial zone between the GM and
soil components, and downward through the soil component of the composite liner.

Giroud’s equation is the most common method to predict the leakage rate for a composite liner
(Rowe 2012):
Q=C �1+

1 (dL )0.95
0.74
� a0.1 d0.9
L Ks
10 (tL )

Eq. 2-1

where Q is the leakage rate per hole in the composite liner, a is the area (m2) of the hole, and C is
a contact factor (Giroud 1997). The contact factor characterizes the intimacy of contact between
the GM and underlying soil liner, with higher C corresponding to a more transmissive interface.
Equation 2-1 is a semi-empirical expression developed by Giroud (1997), which is based on the
empirical equation originally developed by Giroud et al. (1989). Modifications were made by
Giroud (1997) to address the effects of liner thickness and depth of liquid on the liner, which is
accounted for by the term dL/tL that resembles a hydraulic gradient. Because Equation 2-1 is
based on an empirical expression, the variables must be in a specific set of SI units as follows:
Q – m3/s, dL – m, tL – m, a – m2, and KS – m/s. The gradient term (dL/tL) in Equation 2-1
generally is valid for dL < 3 m.
Touze-Foltz et al. (1999) developed an analytical model for predicting leakage rates from
composite liners that explicitly accounts for the transmissivity of the interfacial zone along with
the size of defects in the GM and the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil liner
component. Their model assumes horizontal flow in the interfacial zone and vertical flow in the
soil liner component. Assumptions are required regarding the lateral extent of the area of
spreading to apply the model to field applications. The solution involves Bessel functions,
making application of the solution more cumbersome than Giroud’s equation.
Foose et al. (2001a) evaluated the efficacy of the equations by Giroud (1997) and Touze-Foltz et
al. (1999) by comparing leakage rates predicted by both equations to leakage rates computed
with a three-dimensional finite-difference model developed with minimal simplifying
assumptions. The model explicitly accounted for multidimensional flow in the interfacial zone
and soil liner and allowed different hydraulic properties to be assigned throughout the model
domain. Leakage rates predicted by the Touze-Foltz method typically were within a factor of two
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of leakage rates predicted by the three-dimensional finite-difference model, the latter assumed to
be closest to reality. Leakage rates predicted by the Giroud equation were higher than those
predicted by the three-dimensional finite-difference model or the Touze-Foltz equation,
sometimes more than a factor of 10 higher. That is, the Giroud equation overpredicts the leakage
rate (i.e., the predictions are “conservative”). Giroud’s equation is broadly used because of its
simplicity combined with the “conservative” aspect of the predictions (Rowe 2005).
2.3.6 Comparison of Leakage Rates
Leakage rates are shown in Figure 2-12 for composite liners predicted using Giroud’s equation
assuming five circular holes per hectare, with each hole 10 mm in diameter. Giroud and
Bonaparte (2001) recommend this hole size and frequency for engineering design computations
assuming typical quality assurance during construction. In Figure 2-12, “good” contact between
the GM and underlying soil liner was assumed (C = 0.21, Giroud 1997), and liquid on the
surface of the liner was assumed to be 305 mm deep, which is upper limit for MSW disposal
facilities and CCP facilities used for dry disposal. For the calculations in Figure 2-12 for a
composite liner with a CCL, the CCL was assumed to be 610 mm thick. The natural clay liner
was assumed to be very thick when making the calculations for Figure 2-12, yielding a hydraulic
gradient of unity (dL/tL ≈ 0). Also shown in Figure 2-12 are leakage rates for a CCL alone and a
very thick natural clay liner, illustrated schematically in Figure 2-5. Darcy’s law was used to
compute these leakage rates assuming one-dimensional flow. For the deep natural clay liner, the
hydraulic gradient was assumed to be unity.

Figure 2-12
Leakage rates for a composite liner with a CCL, composite liner with a thick natural clay
liner, CCL alone, and thick natural clay liner alone
Leakage rates shown as a function of hydraulic conductivity of the soil component.
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Comparison of the leakage rates in Figure 2-12 illustrates the substantial reduction in leakage
rate achieved using a composite liner relative to a CCL or a thick natural clay liner. Even very
impermeable CCLs (e.g., hydraulic conductivity ≈ 10-9 cm/s) or thick natural clay liners with
very low hydraulic conductivity have higher leakage rates than a composite liner. The leakage
rate from the composite liner is much lower because the GM reduces the area available for flow
to only those locations where a defect exists in the GM (Figure 2-7).
While the composite liner may have lower leakage rate than a CCL or natural clay liner, the rate
of leakage and solute migration due to advection can be low from both systems. For example, at
a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10-8 cm/s, the rate of solute migration by advection from a natural
clay liner is approximately 10 mm/yr (~0.4 in/yr). For a CCL with a hydraulic conductivity of
1 x 10-7 cm/s, the rate of solute migration is approximately 100 mm/yr (~4 in/yr). More
importantly, when leakage rates become very low, diffusive transport is the predominant
transport mechanism (Shackelford 2014). Mass fluxes due to diffusive transport are extremely
low, and in some cases can have negligible impact on groundwater quality (Hendry and
Wassenaar 1999, Shackelford 2014). This is particularly true if redox conditions exist that
promote precipitation (Hendry and Wassenaar 2000). Thus, while a CCL or natural clay liner
alone has higher leakage rate than a composite liner, a site-specific transport analysis that
represents the in situ geochemical condition can be used to evaluate whether an existing unit
with a natural clay liner or CCL is equally protective of groundwater.
2.3.7 Implications for Composite Liner Equivalency
Equivalency analyses for leachates containing inorganic constituents for materials other than
CCPs are normally made by comparing leakage rates computed using Giroud’s equation for
prescriptive and alternative composite liners. This method requires assumptions regarding the
size of defects in the GM, the number of defects per unit area, and quality of contact between the
GM and the underlying soil liner component. To avoid ambiguities regarding these assumptions,
40 CFR 257 employs a simpler approach with minimal assumptions; 40 CFR 257 states that the
alternative liner must have “a liquid flow rate no greater than the liquid flow rate of two feet of
compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1×10−7 cm/s.” 40 CFR 257
provides an equation for comparing the flow rates:
𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿

q=𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 �

tL

+1�

Eq. 2-2

Equation 2-2 is Darcy’s Law in one dimension, with q being the flow rate per unit surface area of
liner; the other terms are as defined previously. For the composite liner required in 40 CFR 257
(KS = 1 x 10-7 cm/s, dL = 300 mm, tL = 610 mm), the flow rate per unit area for the equivalency
computation is 1.5 x 10-7 cm/s. This means the soil liner component of an alternative liner must
have a combination of KS (cm/s) and tL (mm) that also have a flow rate less than 1.5 x 10-7 cm/s.
If the thickness (tL) is known, then the KS required for equivalency can be calculated as:
Ks ≤

1.5X10-7

Eq. 2-3

300

� t +1�
L
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GCL Composite Liner. A common alternative is to replace the soil liner component with a
GCL (Figure 2-8a). A typical GCL thickness is 8 mm (Benson and Benavides, 2018), which
means a GCL must have a hydraulic conductivity no higher than 3.9x10-9 cm/s when permeated
with CCP leachate to satisfy Equation 2-3. If the thickness is 6 mm, the GCL must have a
hydraulic conductivity no higher than 2.9x10-9 cm/s when permeated with CCP leachate. Many
GCLs with conventional bentonite or BPCs have hydraulic conductivity to CCP leachates less
than 2.9 x 10-9 cm/s (EPRI 2014; Chen et al. 2018, 2019).
Hydraulic conductivity testing with site-specific CCP leachate (or a synthetic leachate having the
same composition as the site-specific leachate) generally is required and good practice (if not
required) to confirm that a conventional GCL, BPC GCL, or a PMB GCL is chemically
compatible with the CCP leachate (Scalia et al. 2014, 2018; Scalia and Benson 2016).
Recommendations for hydraulic conductivity testing to evaluate chemical compatibility of GCLs
and CCP leachates are described in EPRI (2014). Leachate characteristics that have a significant
effect on the hydraulic conductivity of GCLs include ionic strength, relative abundance of
monovalent cations relative to polyvalent cations, relative abundance of chloride anions relative
to sulfate anions (BPC and PMB GCLs only), and pH. GCLs have greater propensity for
chemical incompatibility when the leachate has higher ionic strength, a greater fraction of
polyvalent cations, a greater fraction of chloride anions, or extreme pH (<3 or >11) (Jo et al.
2001; Kolstad et al. 2004; EPRI 2014; Chen et al. 2018, 2019).
Unlike GMs, for which the service life has been characterized extensively (e.g., Hsuan and
Koerner 1998, Rowe 2005, Tian et al. 2017b), the service life of BPC and PMB GCLs has not
yet been confirmed. A study at the University of Virginia is currently underway to understand
factors that alter the polymer and promote polymer release from the pore space of a BPC GCL
while in service, with the ultimate objective to define a method to predict the service life of BPC
GCLs.
From a practical perspective, a lining system principally needs to be effective during the
operating life and post-closure drain-down period of a facility, when leachate is actively being
generated, removed, and treated. The long-term hydrology of a CCP disposal facility will be
controlled by the final cover, which is generally constructed using conventional barrier materials
(GMs, GCLs, compacted clay barriers). Most disposal cells are operational less than a decade,
and drain-down typically is complete in less than five years (Bonaparte et al. 2002), making the
minimum service life at least 15 years. BPC GCLs likely will last many decades, if not hundreds
of years, and therefore should be effective throughout their required service life.
Natural Clay Composite Liner. Another alternative composite liner employs a thick natural
clay liner in place of a CCL (Figure 2-8c). If the natural clay liner is 10 m thick, then the natural
clay liner would need to have hydraulic conductivity no higher than 1.4 x 10-7 cm/s per Equation
2-3, or slightly higher than the requirement for a CCL. Natural clay layers can be qualified for
this type of application, as illustrated in Abichou et al. (2002), and some natural clay layers can
have very low hydraulic conductivity (Quigley et al. 1987, Keller et al. 1989, Hendry and
Wassenaar 2000). Thinner natural clay barriers may also meet the criteria, with the threshold
hydraulic conductivity being computed using Equation 2-3.
Composite Liner with a Thinner GM. Some existing CCP disposal facilities constructed prior
to promulgation of 40 CFR 257 have composite liners with HDPE GMs that are thinner than 1.5
mm (60 mil). The requirement for a thicker HDPE GM in 40 CFR 257 is associated with
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concerns circa 1990 regarding the ability to weld thinner HDPE GMs effectively in the field and
greater propensity for puncture of thinner HDPE GMs (EPA 1988, Federal Register 1991). Due
to improvements in welding technology and quality control procedures, concern regarding
welding thinner HDPE GMs has diminished over the three decades since RCRA Subtitle D was
drafted. Today (2019), 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm HDPE GMs can be welded equally effectively.
However, the propensity for greater puncture of a thinner HDPE remains. HDPE is a stiffer and
less ductile polymer than some other polymers used for GMs (polyvinyl chloride, linear low or
very low-density polyethylene, or polypropylene) and is more susceptible to puncture. The
susceptibility increases as the thickness of the liner diminishes. For that reason, 40 CFR 257 and
similar regulations stipulate that HDPE GMs must be at least 1.5 mm thick, and permit thinner
GMs manufactured with other polymers.
Evaluating the equivalency of composite liners constructed with 1.0-mm and 1.5-mm HDPE
GMs is complicated by the information available for assessment. The thinner 1.0-mm HDPE GM
is considerably more flexible than a 1.5-mm HDPE GM, and therefore should exhibit better
contact with an underlying soil liner. However, the thinner HDPE GM is prone to more defects.
Better contact reduces the leakage rate, whereas more GM defects increases the leakage rate
(Equation 2-1). A search was conducted for literature on leak location surveys and other
assessments that could be used to justify different defect frequencies or contact factors for
thinner and thicker HDPE GMs. Unfortunately, the search did not return any literature that could
be used to formulate a scientific opinion regarding the effect of HDPE GM thickness on defect
size, defect frequency, or contact quality.
A quantitative assessment can be made based on the magnitude of contact factors reported in
Giroud (1997); who indicate that C = 0.21 for good contact conditions and C = 1.15 for poor
contact conditions for a given GM, or a factor of 5.5. A similar reduction in contact factor (5x)
could be assumed using a thinner and less stiff 1.0 mm HDPE GM relative to a 1.5-mm HDPE
GM. For this reduction, the thinner HDPE GM could have five times more defects than the
thicker GM and still be equivalent in terms of leakage rate. A fivefold increase in defect
frequency is very unlikely given the quality control procedures employed in the GM installation
industry over the last decade. A 25% higher defect frequency is a reasonable upper bound, which
would require a reduction in the contact factor by 1.25x to retain equivalency, which is also
reasonable for a thinner and more flexible 1.0 mm HDPE GM.
Sufficient information does not exist to draw a definitive conclusion that a composite liner with a
1.0-mm HDPE GM is hydraulically equivalent to a composite liner with a 1.5-mm HDPE GM.
Similarly, sufficient information does not exist to draw a definitive conclusion that a composite
liner with a 1.0-mm HDPE GM is not hydraulically equivalent to a similar composite liner with a
1.5-mm HDPE GM. From a practical perspective, leakage rates from both liners can be similar
provided they are constructed with high-quality GMs and are installed by a competent and
experienced geosynthetic installer.

2.4 Discussion
Strategies for containing leachates and other liquids associated with disposal of coal combustion
products have been described in this section. The CCR Rule (40 CFR 257 Subpart D)
promulgated in 2015 stipulates that new disposal facilities for coal combustion products are to be
lined with a composite liner. The requirement for a composite liner by the CCR Rule ensures
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adequate containment in all hydrological and geological settings. However, prior to the CCR
Rule, a variety of different strategies had been used for containment, including natural clay
liners, CCLs, and composite liners. These alternative strategies were reviewed in this white paper
to conceptually evaluate their potential viability under favorable conditions.
Natural clay liners and CCLs can be effective in protecting groundwater provided that they have
adequately low hydraulic conductivity across the entire footprint of the facility. For example,
anecdotal reports from regulatory personnel in Wisconsin, an early adopter of CCLs in the late
1970s and a leader in the development of liner technology, indicate that there are no cases of
groundwater impact associated with modern engineered landfill cells lined with a CCL. When
the hydraulic conductivity of a natural clay liner or CCL is low, diffusion is the predominant
transport mechanism controlling transport, resulting in very low mass to the subsurface. Methods
to evaluate the efficacy of existing natural clay liners and CCLs have been described in this
white paper. While natural clay liners and CCLs may not be hydraulically equivalent to the
composite liner required in the CCR Rule, they can be comparably effective in protecting
groundwater.
A variety of alternative composite liners also exist that are capable of functioning equally well as
the composite liner stipulated in the CCR Rule. A composite liner with a geosynthetic clay liner
(GCL) used in lieu of a soil liner is one type of alternative composite liner that has been used for
CCP disposal facilities. GCLs are attractive because they are readily deployed, use minimal air
space, and can have lower cost than a compacted soil liner in some circumstances. Attenuation
layers can be used in conjunction with GCL composite liners in some circumstances but are not
necessary to meet the criteria and intent of the CCR Rule. Demonstrating that the GCL is
chemically compatible with the CCP leachate is important when using a GCL composite liner.
Methods to address this issue are described in EPRI (2014, 2016).
Natural clay composite liners are less common but can provide a cost-effective and protective
alternative to the conventional composite liner in some geological environments where thick and
less permeable fine-grained layers are prevalent. Many natural clays are highly resistant to
adverse chemical interactions with CCP leachates. The most challenging issue with natural clay
composite liners is demonstrating that the in situ hydraulic conductivity is sufficiently low and
the layer thickness is adequate over the entire footprint of the disposal facility, particularly for
the range of stresses anticipated during operations and after closure. Methods to assess in situ
hydraulic conductivity have been described in this section, including a technique that permits a
direct evaluation of the impact of stress on hydraulic conductivity of the clay layer.
Some existing CCP facilities constructed prior to the CCR Rule employ GMs that do not meet
the specific requirements of the CCR Rule. Conceptually, these composite liners can be as
protective of groundwater as the composite liner stipulated in the CCR Rule. Sufficient scientific
evidence does not exist to demonstrate quantitatively that these historic composite liners are
equivalent to the composite liner required in the CCR Rule. However, a quantitative assessment
based on the understanding of GM materials indicates that these historic composite liners can be
equally effective. For existing units with GMs that do not meet CCR Rule specifications,
verification of equivalency can be evaluated based on groundwater quality.
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3

MODEL EVALUATION OF THE RELATIVE
PERFORMANCE OF ALTERNATIVE LINERS
3.1 Overview
The research team developed analytical, empirical, and probabilistic models to simulate the
infiltration of leachate through a base case composite liner—as specified in the CCR Rule and
several alternative liners—as well as the resulting downgradient migration in groundwater. The
approach was generally consistent with the information reported in USEPA’s CCR Risk
Assessment (USEPA, 2014), including using the USEPA Composite Model for Leachate
Migration and Transformation Products (EPACMTP) modeling software. The model was used to
develop probabilistic distributions of concentrations for two selected inorganic constituents in
downgradient groundwater for each modeled liner alternative. These distributions were used to
evaluate the different liner alternatives with respect to relative risks to HHE.
Section 3.2 presents the conceptual site models (CSMs) used in the modeling to represent CCP
SIs, the alternative liners evaluated, and the hydrogeologic environments simulated in the
modeling. Section 3.3 describes the modeling approach, which included analytical and empirical
calculations of infiltration through various alternative liners as inputs to the EPACMTP model.
Section 3.4 discusses the model results, which are relative and do not represent specific or
expected concentrations at any SI site. Furthermore, the model results used for this evaluation are
conservative, as explained in Section 3.3. Sensitivity analyses testing of some of the assumptions
used in the modeling are also presented in Section 3.4. Conclusions derived from the modeling
are presented in Section 5.
The parameter values and modeling approach used in this research were chosen to be consistent
with USEPA’s CCR Risk Assessment (USEPA, 2014), when feasible. The use of particular
parameter values and/or models should not be viewed as a technical acceptance or endorsement
by EPRI or Gradient.

3.2 Conceptual Site Models
This section presents the CSMs that were developed in order to construct the modeling scenarios.
The CSMs provide details on the SIs, the liner scenarios, and the hydrogeological conditions
underlying the SIs. These CSMs were designed to be as consistent as possible with the CSMs
designed by USEPA in the Agency’s CCR Risk Assessment (USEPA, 2014).
3.2.1 Surface Impoundments
SIs are waste management units in which the release of leachate is driven by ponded water in the
impoundment (USEPA, 2003a, p. xxviii). An SI may be located entirely above the ground
surface, surrounded by natural embankments, valley walls, and/or engineered berms, or may be
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wholly or partially incised into the ground. When managed in SIs, CCPs are typically sluiced to
the SI, where the solid components settle and the liquid components evaporate, infiltrate, decant
into a secondary impoundment or National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)permitted outfall, or are stored in a pond. Infiltration into the subsurface can occur vertically
through the bottom of the impoundment. Natural and/or engineered liners may be used at SIs to
restrict infiltration. Figure 3-1, Figure 3-2, Figure 3-3, and Figure 3-4 show CSMs of infiltration
from SIs under the different liner alternatives considered in this modeling evaluation, which are
described in Section 3.2.2.
An important criterion that may influence the model results is the depth of groundwater at the SI
site prior to and after SI operation. SIs constructed completely above the groundwater table are
referred to as having “non-intersecting groundwater conditions,” while SIs constructed into the
ambient groundwater table are referred to as having “intersecting groundwater conditions.”
Because this research is presenting a relative comparison between different liner types, all the
SIs modeled were assumed to have non-intersecting groundwater conditions, i.e., the SIs have an
incised depth less than or equal to the pre- and post-development depth to groundwater,
consistent with USEPA (2014, pp. 4-9). Furthermore, due to modeling restrictions in the USEPA
software package, SI characteristics were selected such that the size of the groundwater mound
produced by the SI does not intersect the bottom of the SI (USEPA, 2003a, pp. 2-39 to 2-41).
3.2.2 Liner Scenarios
SIs have historically been constructed with a number of different liner types designed to restrict
infiltration. The types of SI liners include both engineered and natural systems. Engineered
systems include single-layer clay liners and multi-layer composite liners. Natural liner systems
are used at SIs that are constructed in a geologic environment, often by design, that acts as a
barrier to infiltration. A description of each liner that was evaluated in this research is provided
below and in Table 3-1.
•

Unlined: The unlined scenario represents an SI built directly on native soil that is not
necessarily a barrier to infiltration. Similar to the approach used by USEPA (2010b), the
analysis in this research assumes that CCP material from the unlined SI migrates vertically
downward to create a clogged soil layer. The clogged soil is assumed to have a hydraulic
conductivity equal to 10% of the underlying soil conductivity and a thickness of 0.5 m
(USEPA, 2003a, pp. 2-28). A CSM of the unlined impoundment used in this modeling
analysis is shown in Figure 3-1. Note that the unlined scenario is not considered an
alternative liner for this research.

•

Engineered Clay Liner: This scenario represents an SI that is constructed with a singlelined, low-hydraulic conductivity clay layer at the bottom of the impoundment. Modeling
evaluations for this research assumed an engineered clay liner that is 3 ft thick with a
hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s. A CSM of the engineered clay liner used in this
modeling analysis is shown in Figure 3-2.

•

Natural Clay Liner: This scenario represents SIs that are constructed in geologic
environments with naturally low hydraulic conductivities that provide a natural barrier to
infiltration. Modeling evaluations for this research assessed natural clays that are 25 ft, 75 ft,
and 150 ft thick, with hydraulic conductivities of 10-7 and 10-8 cm/s. In addition, a natural
clay liner scenario was also modeled to reflect conditions at the case study site that is
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discussed in Section 4; this scenario included a 35-ft-thick natural clay liner with variable
hydraulic conductivity, ranging from 5.5 × 10-9 to 2.2 × 10-8 cm/s. A CSM indicating how
natural clay liners were simulated in this modeling analysis is shown in Figure 3-3.
•

Composite Liner: This scenario represents SIs constructed with multi-layer composite
liners. Typically, composite liners consist of two layers—an upper GM layer, such as highdensity polyethylene (HDPE) and an underlying secondary layer. Because GMs are nearly
impermeable, leakage primarily occurs through membrane defects or pinholes, which may
occur during manufacturing, installation, or due to weathering. Specific composite liner
modeling evaluations presented in this research include:
–

The base case composite liner scenario consists of a 60-mil HDPE GM with defects
occurring at an average frequency, as defined by a nationwide distribution used by
USEPA (2003b, pp. 2-23) and an underlying secondary 2-ft-thick, compacted soil layer
with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s. Simulations were performed for both good
and poor contact between the GM and the compacted soil layer. “Good contact” is when
the GM has few wrinkles and is installed overlying a smooth secondary soil layer; “poor
contact” is when the GM has many wrinkles and is installed overlying a rough secondary
soil layer. These liners meet the federal liner design criteria specified in 40 CFR
257.70(b).

–

Because the presence of defects in a GM may be related to its thickness, the performance
of a thinner (e.g., 40-mil), non-federally compliant composite liner was simulated by
increasing the defect frequency. This is a conservative approach; URS (Andrews and
Loellen, 2008) performed a literature review and found no evidence of a correlation
between GM thickness and defect frequency:
“No report mentions, nor is there any reason to believe, that the thickness of the GM
would affect the number of defects occurring in a GM in a cap or liner system
immediately following installation. This necessarily assumes a proper design, an
adequate cushion layer, an appropriate subgrade specification, and a properly designed
and implemented maintenance plan. Except for extraordinarily thick GM[s], the causes
of the defects (i.e., mechanical damage, faulty welds and seams, stones, and construction
worker-derived) are significantly severe that damage would result regardless of the GM
type or thickness.” (Andrews and Loellen, 2008).
Furthermore, discussion in Section 2 qualitatively observes that a thinner GM will be
more flexible, potentially resulting in better contact with the substrate, than a thicker GM
of the same material, which can result in reduced leakage that—conceptually—offsets
increased potential for perforations.
A 60-mil HDPE GM with an underlying geosynthetic clay layer (GCL) was also
evaluated. The GCL was assumed to be 0.01 m thick and have a hydraulic conductivity
of 10-9 cm/s.

A CSM indicating how composite liners were simulated in this modeling analysis is shown in
Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-1
Unlined surface impoundment conceptual site model

Figure 3-2
Engineered clay-lined surface impoundment conceptual site model
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Figure 3-3
Natural clay-lined surface impoundment conceptual site model

Figure 3-4
Composite-lined surface impoundment conceptual site model
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Table 3-1
Summary of SI liner scenarios evaluated
Liner Structure Type

Scenario Evaluated

Unlined

No liner present

Engineered Clay Liner

3-ft clay, hydraulic conductivity = 10-7 cm/s
25-ft clay, hydraulic conductivity = 10-7 cm/s
25-ft clay, hydraulic conductivity = 10-8 cm/s
75-ft clay, hydraulic conductivity = 10-7 cm/s

Natural Clay Liner

75-ft clay, hydraulic conductivity = 10-8 cm/s
150-ft clay, hydraulic conductivity = 10-7 cm/s
150-ft clay, hydraulic conductivity = 10-8 cm/s
35-ft clay, variable hydraulic conductivity ranging from 5.5 x 10-9 to
2.2 x 10-8 cm/s
60-mil HDPE with good-quality installation and 2-ft secondary compacted soil
layer with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s
60-mil HDPE with poor-quality installation and 2-ft secondary compacted soil
layer with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s

Composite Liner

40-mil HDPE liner with good-quality installation (simulated by assuming twice
as many defects as the default 60-mil HDPE liner) and 2-ft compacted
secondary soil layer with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s
GM consisting of a 60-mil HDPE with good-quality installation and a 0.01-m
secondary GCL with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-9 cm/s

3.2.3 Hydrogeologic Environments
Infiltration from a non-intersecting CCP SI enters the natural soils in the unsaturated zone. In
these strata, underlying the SI but above the water table, pore space is occupied by a mixture of
air and water. The infiltrating water will flow primarily vertically downward through the pore
space under the influence of gravity until it reaches the water table. Inorganic constituents
transported in the dissolved phase by infiltration may sorb to the soil grains in the unsaturated
zone, retarding the downward transport. After SI closure, infiltration will slow, because the
overlying head in the SI will have been reduced or eliminated, and a cap will be applied to limit
infiltration. However, because EPACMTP cannot simulate the transient effects to the hydraulic
head that occur upon SI closure, for every unique model simulation, the hydraulic head in the SI
is held constant (as a model requirement) over the entire model duration. While the source
concentration term in the model is reduced to zero at SI closure, the constant hydraulic head
creates a higher downward flux of water through the unsaturated zone than if dewatering and
capping were simulated. As a result, mass in the unsaturated zone is transported to the saturated
zone over a shorter period than if the hydraulic effects of dewatering and capping were
simulated. This modeling approach was used by USEPA in its CCR Risk Assessment (USEPA,
2014).
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Upon reaching the saturated zone, infiltrate will mix with groundwater and penetrate to a depth
that is dependent on a variety of factors, including the vertical infiltration rate through the
unsaturated zone and the horizontal velocity of groundwater in the saturated zone. In
groundwater, inorganic constituents simulated with EPACMTP are assumed to migrate in a
horizontal flow direction consistent with regional groundwater hydrology. Inorganic constituents
may continue to sorb to the soil grains in the saturated zone, resulting in a retarded velocity
relative to the migration of groundwater. During migration, the plume can disperse (i.e., spread)
longitudinally in the direction of groundwater flow (longitudinal dispersion), transverse to the
direction of groundwater flow (transverse dispersion), and vertically deeper into the aquifer
(vertical dispersion). Subsurface transport was simulated for migration times of up to 10,000
years to be consistent with USEPA (2014).
The hydrogeological characteristics of both the unsaturated and saturated zones were selected for
each individual modeling scenario by EPACMTP using default, built-in information obtained by
USEPA from regional databases. The EPACMTP databases include correlated aquifer
parameters from till over sedimentary rock, sand and gravel, alluvial basins, valleys and fans,
river alluvium with and without overbank deposits, till and till over outwash, unconsolidated and
semi-consolidated shallow surficial aquifers, and other common hydrogeologic environments
(USEPA, 2003b, pp. 5-42). Specific input parameter values and input distributions are discussed
in Section 3.3.2.

3.3 Model Development
Modeling was performed to evaluate the performance of the alternative liners relative to the base
case 60 mil composite liner. Modeling was conducted using a probabilistic, Monte Carlo
approach, which accounts for the diversity of potential climatic, hydrogeologic, and source
conditions in a statistical manner. The Monte Carlo approach described in this section was
similar to the approach developed and used by USEPA in the CCR Risk Assessment (USEPA,
2014).
3.3.1 Model Selection
Modeling was performed using EPACMTP (USEPA, 1997). This model was developed by
USEPA to simulate the fate and transport of constituents leaching from land-based waste
management units through the underlying unsaturated and saturated zones. Fate and transport
processes simulated by the model include advection, hydrodynamic dispersion, linear or nonlinear sorption, and chain-decay reactions. The model consists of a one-dimensional analytical
solution that simulates infiltration and dissolved constituent transport through the unsaturated
zone, which is coupled with a three-dimensional analytical solution for transport in the saturated
zone.
EPACMTP was selected for this modeling because:
•

It has the capability to efficiently perform large numbers of simulations using a probabilistic,
Monte Carlo approach (USEPA, 2003a);

•

It was designed specifically to simulate the infiltration of constituents leaching from SIs
(USEPA, 2003a); and
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It was the modeling package used by USEPA for the Agency’s CCR Risk Assessment
(USEPA, 2014).

•

EPACMTP is publicly available from USEPA. 2 The program requires control parameters, which
govern the execution of the simulation, and physical parameter inputs. Control parameters
include the number of Monte Carlo runs to be conducted and whether or not a liner is present at
the site. Physical parameter inputs govern the physics of the simulation and include the
infiltration rate and saturated zone horizontal hydraulic conductivity. Most of the physical
parameter inputs can be specified as constant values, statistical distributions (uniform, normal,
lognormal, etc.), empirical inputs provided by the user, derivatives from other model inputs, or
values selected from regional databases. During an EPACMTP simulation, a single value is
selected for each parameter from the range of potential values and used to simulate unsaturated
and saturated zone transport and to predict concentrations at a downgradient receptor point.
For each liner scenario, 10,000 unique simulations were evaluated, each resulting in a single
predicted maximum concentration at a downgradient point. Upon completion of all 10,000
simulations, a statistical distribution of output parameters (i.e., downgradient point
concentrations) was prepared. Section 3.3.2 presents the parameters and distributions that were
used in this evaluation. With the exception of input parameters that vary depending on which
liner is being evaluated (e.g., infiltration rate), all input parameters and distributions were
defined in the same manner for each scenario to allow for an appropriate “apples to apples”
comparison of the different liner alternatives.
3.3.2 Parameter Distributions and Selections
Characteristics and parameter distributions for the evaluations are described below. Because the
geology underlying the SI is an important factor affecting CCP constituent transport, the
modeling was performed assuming a range of potential hydrogeologic conditions. When feasible,
parameter distributions similar to those used by USEPA (2014) were used for this analysis. Two
inorganic constituents were evaluated—lithium and arsenic(III), the latter of which is referred to
simply as “arsenic” for the remainder of this discussion. Both lithium and arsenic were identified
by USEPA (2014) as potential risk-driving constituents from SIs at the 90th percentile.
EPACMTP inputs (Attachment A) and the distributions for key parameters are summarized
below.
•

The SI was assumed to be operational for 75 years (USEPA, 2014, pp. 4-7). Thus, the source
duration was also assumed to be 75 years.

•

Source concentrations for lithium were assumed to have a 25th percentile value of 86 μg/L, a
50th percentile value of 91 μg/L, and a 75th percentile value of 163 μg/L, consistent with
data presented by USEPA in the CCR Risk Assessment (USEPA, 2014, Attachment C-2).
Source concentrations for arsenic were assumed to have a 25th percentile value of 40 μg/L, a
50th percentile value of 70 μg/L, a 75th percentile value of 160 μg/L, and a 95th percentile
value of 490 μg/L, consistent with data presented by USEPA in the CCR Risk Assessment
(USEPA, 2014, Table 5-15).

•

The SI size was fixed at approximately 100 acres (416,826 m2).

2

https://www.epa.gov/smm/epas-composite-model-leachate-migration-transformation-products-epacmtp
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•

Infiltration rates were calculated analytically or empirically, using distributions of parameters
consistent with the EPACMTP input files, and input to EPACMTP as empirical distributions
(see next bullet and Section 3.3.2.1).

•

The height of the ponded water, i.e., the hydraulic head on top of the liner system, was
allowed to vary from 0–3 m. This range was selected due a limitation in the empirical Giroud
(1997) equation that was used for this assessment to calculate infiltration though composite
liners (see Sections 2.3.5 and 3.3.2.1). The Giroud approach was used to calculate infiltration
because it is similar to the default approach used by EPACMTP to calculate infiltration,
although it is more current and based on more recent research than the EPACMTP approach.
Limiting the impoundment head to 0–3 m also facilitated a direct comparison of the results
for the various modeled scenarios. Because EPACMTP requires that the groundwater mound
underneath an SI not intersect the bottom of the SI, higher impoundment heads would tend to
lead to larger mounds for scenarios with higher infiltration rates, and EPACMTP would
discard more mounding scenarios for some liners than for others, resulting in different
sampling of the input parameters among the different liner scenarios.
In order to evaluate the importance of hydraulic head for the infiltration rate, a sensitivity
analysis was performed using the regional distribution of impoundment heads in the
EPACMTP SI source module, which varied up to 19 m (see Section 3.4.2.1). The sensitivity
analysis was performed for two liner scenarios: the base case 60-mil composite scenario and
the 35-ft natural clay liner scenario. Because the Giroud approach is limited to calculating
infiltration though composite liners with heads ranging from 0–3 m, two alternative
approaches were used to calculate infiltration through the 60-mil composite: 1) infiltration
was calculated using EPACMTP directly and 2) infiltration was calculated using the
analytical Touze-Foltz et al. (1999) equation. The results of the sensitivity analysis are
presented in Section 3.4.2.1 and show that use of the Giroud equation with 0–3 m of head did
not appreciably affect results relative to the other two infiltration approaches, particularly
with respect to the percentage of model simulations higher than the risk threshold for lithium
and arsenic.

•

The SI was assumed to be constructed on the ground surface (i.e., not incised).

•

Groundwater concentrations were evaluated at two hypothetical monitoring wells (points)
located 10 m and 100 m downgradient of the SI. The 10-m distance simulates a monitoring
well at the waste boundary for an SI, assuming that the berm is 10 m wide at its base; the
100-m distance represents an alternative compliance monitoring distance that may be
applicable for some closed or inactive SIs that are not subject to the CCR Rule. Monitoring
points were located along the centerline of the plume, and EPACMTP adjusted the vertical
position of the monitoring point to ensure that it was at the top of the plume. These settings
ensured that tabulated model results represented the highest calculated concentrations in
groundwater because dispersion calculations within the model cause concentrations to
decrease laterally from the centerline and to decrease vertically downward from the top of the
plume. In comparison, receptor well locations modeled by USEPA (2014) varied up to a
distance of 1 mile from the SI, were not necessarily along the centerline of the plume, and
were not necessarily within the vertical extent of the plume or at the vertical point of highest
concentration. Furthermore, USEPA also considered the impact of surface water bodies
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positioned between the SI and the receptor well that would intercept some of the plume and
reduce concentrations at the receptor well. No surface water body impacts are considered in
this evaluation. These differences conceptually result in higher predicted concentrations at
the monitoring points used for this evaluation than at the receptor wells, as modeled by
USEPA for a case in which all other inputs are equal.
•

Aquifer hydraulic conductivities were allowed to vary based on default EPACMTP databases
from 0.1 m/year to 6.6 × 105 m/year (3 × 10-7 cm/s to 2 cm/s). Hydraulic gradients were
allowed to vary, based on default EPACMTP databases, from 10-5 to 0.1. The porosity was
calculated in EPACMTP based on particle diameter and bulk density, both of which varied
based on EPACMTP’s default empirical distributions.

•

The aquifer thickness was allowed to vary, based on built-in EPACMTP databases, from 3–
915 m.

•

Unsaturated zone parameters—including the unsaturated zone hydraulic conductivity, van
Genuchten equation parameters, and water content—were allowed to vary based on built-in
EPACMTP databases.

Lithium was modeled as a conservative tracer, i.e., no retardation or sorption was specified in
either the unsaturated or saturated zones, consistent with USEPA (2014). Retardation
coefficients were calculated for arsenic to simulate the reduced transport velocity due to sorption.
In the unsaturated zone, a distribution of arsenic soil-water partition coefficient (Kd) values
consistent with USEPA (2014) was specified, and EPACMTP calculated the retardation factor
(R). 3 For the saturated zone, the retardation factor was a direct input to EPACMTP.
•

The saturated zone retardation factor was calculated using Equation 3-1.

R=1+

ρb Kd

Eq. 3-1

θ

where:
R
ρb
Kd
θ

=
=
=
=

Saturated zone retardation factor
Soil bulk density
Soil-water partition coefficient
Effective porosity

A soil bulk density (ρb) of 1.65 g/cm3 was used, consistent with EPACMTP’s default
specification. An effective porosity (θ) of 0.3 was similarly used. A distribution of arsenic soilwater partition coefficient values based on USEPA (2014) was used. The soil-water partition
coefficients and the calculated retardation factors are presented in Table 3-2.

Note that neither saturated nor unsaturated retardation was considered within the liner layers, including the full
thickness of the natural clay liner, as explained in Section 3.3.3.

3
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Table 3-2
Arsenic soil-water partition coefficients and retardation factors
Percentile

5%

10%

25%

50%

75%

90%

95%

Saturated Kd (cm3/g)a

0.11

0.18

0.31

0.87

1.4

1.8

2.2

Saturated R
(unitless)

1.6

2.0

2.7

5.8

8.7

11

13

Notes:
Source: USEPA (2014)

3.3.2.1 Infiltration Rate Calculations
Infiltration rates were calculated analytically or empirically and used as an input to EPACMTP.
First, EPACMTP was run to generate sets of input parameters. For each of the 10,000
combinations of input parameters generated by EPACMTP, infiltration rates were calculated
analytically and empirically, as described below, resulting in 10,000 infiltration rates. Percentile
statistics (e.g., 25th percentile, 50th percentile) of the 10,000 calculated infiltration rates were
generated (Table 3-3). The percentiles were input to EPACMTP as an empirical distribution for
the modeled infiltration rate parameter and EPACMTP was run again to produce the final model
results.
For the unlined, engineered clay, and natural clay scenarios, infiltration from the SI, through the
liner, and into the underlying soils was estimated using Darcy’s Law. In other circumstances in
which there is no hydraulic pressure underlying a liner causing resistance to downward
seepage—which is consistent with the CSM developed for the modeling performed in this
research—the gravity-driven specific discharge in a saturated clay liner can be quantified by
Equation 3-2.
ℎ

𝑞𝑞 = 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 ( + 1)

Eq. 3-2

𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠

where:

q
ks
h

=
=
=

ts

=

Specific discharge, which is the unit flow rate per area across the liner
Saturated hydraulic conductivity of the liner
Pressure head of the liquid on top of the liner (limited to 0–3 m to maintain
consistency with the composite liner infiltration calculations)
Thickness of the liner

Note that in Equation 3-2, the vertical hydraulic gradient is represented by the term (h/ts + 1),
meaning that the resulting vertical hydraulic gradient value will be greater than or equal to 1.0.
For composite liner scenarios, infiltration was calculated using the Giroud approach (Giroud,
1997), which is a semi-empirical method of calculating flow through a defect in a composite
liner (Equation 3-3). 4 The Giroud approach is similar to, but more current than, the default

Sensitivity analyses were also conducted using hydraulic head inputs varying from 0–19 m (Section 4.2). This
range of hydraulic head inputs exceeds the range of heads for which the Giroud (1997) approach is valid.

4
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approach used in EPACMTP to calculate infiltration through a composite liner (USEPA, 2003a,
pp. 2–30).
𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑 = 0.976 𝐶𝐶𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 [1 + 0.1(ℎ/𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 )0.95 ](2𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 )0.2 ℎ0.9 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 0.74

Eq. 3-3

where:

Qd
h
ts
rd
ks

=
=
=
=
=

Flow rate through a single defect
Pressure head of the liquid on top of the liner
Thickness of the liner
Radius of circular defect
Saturated hydraulic conductivity

Here, Cqo is a unitless coefficient that varies in value depending on whether contact conditions
are good (Cqo = 0.21) or poor (Cqo = 1.15). Good contact is when the GM has few wrinkles and
the clay layer has a smooth surface. Poor contact is when the GM has many wrinkles and the
clay layer has a rough surface. The Giroud formula is semi-empirical and only valid for head
values (h) ranging from 0–3 m and when inputs are expressed in the following units: Qd (m3/s),
rd (m), h (m), and ks (m/s).
Specific parameters that were used to calculate infiltration through a composite liner are
summarized below.
•

The defect radius was assumed to be 2.8 mm (equivalent to an area of 6 mm2; USEPA,
2003a, pp. 2–30).

•

For the 60-mil HDPE scenario, the defect density was assumed to follow an empirical
distribution ranging from 0 to 12.5 defects/hectare based on USEPA (2003b, pp. 2–23). To
simulate the effects of a thinner composite, a defect density of double the default defect
density was evaluated. This is a conservative assumption, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

•

Model simulations were evaluated for both a good and poor contact coefficient (Cqo = 0.21
and 1.15; Giroud, 1997).

For all of the infiltration calculations, the distributions of the input parameters to be used in the
equations were created using EPACMTP, and then the table of 10,000 input values was used to
calculate the infiltration rate using Equation 3-2 or Equation 3-3. Statistics summarizing the
calculated infiltration rates for each liner scenario are provided in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3
Calculated Infiltration Rates for Each Liner Scenario
Liner Scenario

Calculated Infiltration Rate (m/year)
25th Percentile

50th Percentile

75th Percentile

Unlined

0.4

2

20

Engineered Clay Liner

0.06

0.08

0.1

Natural Clay Liner: 25 ft, K = 10-7 cm/s

0.03

0.04

0.04

Natural Clay Liner: 25 ft, K = 10-8 cm/s

0.003

0.004

0.004

Natural Clay Liner: 75 ft, K = 10-7 cm/s

0.03

0.03

0.03

Natural Clay Liner: 75 ft, K = 10-8 cm/s

0.003

0.003

0.003

Natural Clay Liner: 150 ft, K = 10-7 cm/s

0.03

0.03

0.03

Natural Clay Liner: 150 ft, K = 10-8 cm/s

0.003

0.003

0.003

Natural Clay Liner: 35 ft, K = 5.5 x 10-9
to 2.2 x 10-8 cm/s

0.003

0.005

0.006

Baseline (60-mil) Composite Liner

0

6E-5

2E-4

Baseline Composite Liner with Poor
Quality Installation

0

3E-4

0.001

40-mil Composite Liner (Defect Density
2X Base Composite)

0

7E-5

3E-4

60-mil Composite Liner with GCL

0

1E-5

7E-5

The highest infiltration rates are associated with the unlined scenario. The lack of a liner means
that the infiltration rate is governed primarily by the hydraulic conductivity of the underlying
soils. Scenarios that included liners all had median infiltration rates more than an order of
magnitude lower than the unlined scenario. Engineered clays had the highest infiltration rate
among the alternative liner scenarios. Infiltration rates for the natural clays are directly controlled
by the hydraulic conductivity, such that the infiltration rates for a clay with a hydraulic
conductivity of 10-8 cm/s are an order of magnitude less than those with a hydraulic conductivity
of 10-7 cm/s. The composite liner scenarios all had zero infiltration below the 50th percentile;
this is because nearly 50% of composite liner systems have no defects based on the empirical
distribution of defects used by EPACMTP (USEPA, 2003b, pp. 2–23).
3.3.3 Modeling Limitations
Any groundwater modeling exercise is limited by the assumptions required to reduce highly
complex natural systems to a finite set of modeling parameters. In addition to the broadly
applicable modeling limitations of EPACMTP described by USEPA (2003a,b), the limitations
associated with modeling described here include:
•

EPACMTP assumes a constant hydraulic head and infiltration rate throughout the entire
10,000-year simulation period, which results in overcalculation of hydraulic flushing though
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the liner and the unsaturated zone. This is a conservative assumption for natural clay layers,
for which the increased flushing may result in liner penetration for circumstances in which
penetration may not otherwise occur within the simulation period.
•

EPACMTP assumes a steady-state (i.e., not changing over time) infiltration rate through the
liner and into the top of the unsaturated zone starting from the beginning of each simulation,
i.e., the liner is initially fully saturated. This also means that the constituent mass loading
through the liner into the underlying unsaturated zone is constant over the entire 75-year SI
operational period. For thick natural clay liners such as those modeled here, the time for
leachate to migrate through the natural clay may be longer than the operational period of the
SI. The result of this model limitation is that the chemical mass for the natural clay liner
scenario enters the aquifer more quickly and over a shorter period than if modeled infiltration
rates decreased when the impoundment was removed or capped. Because a mixing
calculation is used to determine concentration in the saturated zone, inputting the chemical
mass over a shorter period can result in less mixing and higher predicted concentrations in
the saturated zone than inputting the same mass over a longer period. The effect of starting
with an initially unsaturated clay liner, rather than an initially saturated clay liner (as
described above), is addressed in sensitivity analysis 2 (Section 3.4.2.2).

•

The time of migration through the natural clay liner is not evaluated in EPACMTP, resulting
in a significant underestimation of travel times. 5 This limitation is also addressed in
sensitivity analysis 2 (Section 3.4.2.2).

•

For liners that have unsaturated conditions over part of their thickness—as is possible with
thick natural clay liners if the water table is deep—the rate of infiltration will be reduced in
the unsaturated portion of the liner. This is because in a multi-fluid system, fluids (in this
case, air and water) compete for pore space, resulting in reduced mobility for all fluids
(Cohen and Mercer, 1993). This may result in the model overestimating the mass flux
entering the aquifer, resulting in higher maximum predicted concentrations at the
downgradient receptor wells because less mixing with the regional aquifer will occur.

•

The mass of contaminants sorbed to the thick natural clay liner is not considered as part of
the analysis. This is only relevant for arsenic because lithium was modeled as a conservative
tracer. Thus, the migration rate of arsenic through the liner is overpredicted by the model.
This limitation can result in arsenic mass entering the system over a shorter period than if
retardation in the liner was considered, resulting in less mixing and higher predicted
maximum concentrations than if retardation in the liner was considered. This limitation is
addressed in sensitivity analysis 2 (Section 3.4.2.2).

•

Simulations were run to identify the peak downgradient concentration over an exposure
period of 10,000 years, to be consistent with USEPA (2014). Typical human health risk
assessments assess exposures over a 30-year period, and 10,000 years is a much longer
period over which to evaluate migration and assess potential risk.

•

Assuming constant liner conditions over a 10,000-year simulation period is uncertain. For
example, current research indicates that GM composite liners have a finite life (Gulec et al.,

Travel time to the monitoring point as calculated by the model, which ignores travel time through the liner, will be
shorter than if the model accounted for travel time through a thick liner.

5
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2004; Andrews and Loellen, 2008; Geosynthetic Institute, 2011; Tian et al., 2017) that is less
than the model simulation period. 6
•

The SI was simulated as a constant, infinite source of mass. In reality, the mass of inorganic
constituents that leach from an SI is finite and can be depleted over time due to leaching.
USEPA assumed that the constant-strength source assumption is valid over the simulated
operational lifetime of the impoundment. It is uncertain if the 75-year SI source term used by
USEPA and in this evaluation is conservative or not conservative. EPRI is currently
performing research to better understand leaching duration from CCP landfills and SIs.

•

Linear sorption coefficients were assumed for arsenic. The mass transfer from the sorbed to
the dissolved phase, and the kinetics associated with this, were not simulated.

•

All of the SIs modeled were assumed to have non-intersecting groundwater conditions, i.e.,
the SIs have an incised depth less than or equal to the pre-development depth to groundwater,
consistent with USEPA (2014, pp. 4–9). Furthermore, due to modeling restrictions in the
USEPA software package, SI characteristics were selected such that the size of the
groundwater mound produced by the SI does not intersect the bottom of the SI (USEPA,
2003a, pp. 2-39 to 2-41). Thus, an unsaturated zone was always used in the modeling,
implying no hydraulic pressure on the bottom of the SI. The presence of groundwater
immediately under the SI would reduce the hydraulic gradient and thus reduce the infiltration
rate through the soil liners. The effect of hydraulic pressure on the bottom of a natural clay
liner was evaluated in sensitivity analysis 3 (see Section 3.4.2.3).

•

Reactive transport (i.e., the transition between the two arsenic species and the formation of
different soluble and insoluble metal complexes) was not simulated. Similarly, the redox
processes affecting arsenic transport were not explicitly simulated. The presence of carbonate
minerals, iron oxides, variable pH, and other conditions controlling the geochemical fate and
transport of arsenic may affect the arsenic concentrations in a natural system in ways not
simulated by the modeling.

3.3.4 Model Assumptions
Table 3-4 summarizes the assumptions used in this modeling that varied from those used by
USEPA in the Agency’s CCR Risk Assessment (USEPA, 2014). The overall effect of these
differences in assumptions is that the model-calculated maximum constituent concentrations, and
the resulting estimates of risk to HHE, calculated by this model are expected to be greater than
the concentrations and risk that would be derived using the assumptions of USEPA (2014).
Furthermore, it is important to recognize that this modeling was performed to compare relative
liner performance, and the results are not applicable to any specific site due to the limitations and
conservative assumptions used in the modeling.

Section 2.3.7 notes that after a unit reaches hydrostatic equilibrium, the cap becomes the controlling mechanism
for infiltration of water into, and out of, a waste management unit. This assumes no active leachate collection and
that the cap allows less vertical flow than the liner.

6
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Table 3-4
Summary of modeling assumptions that differed from USEPA’s CCR Risk Assessment
(USEPA, 2014)
Modeling Limitations

Potential Impact Relative to USEPA’s CCR Risk
Assessment

SI area was fixed at approximately 100
acres.

Negligible. Monitoring points for this evaluation were
limited to the plume centerline at downgradient
distances of 10 m and 100 m—an assumption that limits
the importance of the SI area. The SI size is a more
important parameter when monitoring points are
allowed to vary laterally off of the plume centerline.

Results were assessed for monitoring
points 10 m and 100 m downgradient of the
SI, along the plume centerline, with no
surface water between the source and the
monitoring point.

Conservative. The model-predicted constituent
concentrations are higher than if the locations varied
over greater distances or were not located on the plume
centerline (as was done in the CCR Risk Assessment).

Results assessed at top of the plume.

Conservative. The model-predicted concentrations are
higher than if the monitoring depths were allowed to
vary vertically within the plume (as was done in the
CCR Risk Assessment).

Infiltration rates were calculated analytically,
using distributions of parameters consistent
with the EPACMTP input files, and input to
EPACMTP as empirical distributions.

Negligible. The approach used to calculate infiltration is
similar to the approach used by EPACMTP. The impact
of this assumption was evaluated in sensitivity analysis
1 (Section 3.4.2.1).

Head on liner was limited to a maximum
value of 3 m.

Negligible. See sensitivity analysis 1 (Section 3.4.2.1)

CCR Risk Assessment = USEPA (2014)

3.4 Modeling Results
Based on the CSMs presented in Section 3.2 and the modeling approach described in Section 3.3,
the performance of the alternative liners, relative to the base case, was evaluated using the
probabilistic approach available in EPACMTP. Model results are presented below.
3.4.1 Model-Predicted Groundwater Concentrations
The relative performance of each liner scenario was evaluated at two downgradient locations
over a period of 10,000 years. For each constituent and for each liner scenario, 10,000 unique
simulations in EPACMTP were evaluated. Information for obtaining EPACMTP model input
files is provided in Appendix A. EPACMTP also produces output files containing the parameter
values for each of the 10,000 simulations for many of the modeled parameters. Information for
obtaining output results is provided in Appendix B.
A probabilistic presentation of relative maximum predicted lithium concentrations in
groundwater, at 10 m and 100 m downgradient of the SI, is provided in Figure 3-5 and Figure
3-6. A probabilistic presentation of relative maximum predicted arsenic concentrations in
groundwater at 10 m and 100 m downgradient of the SI is provided in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8.
The figures also show the USEPA Regional Screening Level (RSL; USEPA, 2018a) for lithium
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or the USEPA Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL; USEPA, 2018b) for arsenic, so that relative
performance can be discussed in terms of HHE. Note that these model results are conservative,
are only intended for evaluation of relative liner performance, and do not necessarily indicate
actual or potential adverse impacts to HHE.
Specific conclusions based on the modeling results are summarized below. The conclusions
focus on the results of probability distributions between the 10th and 90th percentiles as most
representative of overall scenario behavior. This is consistent with USEPA’s guidance for
conducting probabilistic risk assessments and evaluating probabilistic data distributions
(USEPA, 2001). This guidance states that:
[T]he extreme percentiles (“tails”) of an input distribution are understandably the most
uncertain part of a [distribution]… since the number of data values in these ranges are
less abundant than in the center of the range. This uncertainty in the tails of the input
distributions leads in turn to greater uncertainty in the tails of the calculated exposure or
risk distribution, and the magnitude of this uncertainty increases rapidly at the very high
percentiles. In many cases, estimates at the extreme tails, such as the 99.9th percentile,
may be neither accurate nor plausible. For that reason, great care should be taken when
evaluating an RME [reasonable maximum exposure] risk in the upper percentiles of the
risk range. (USEPA, 2001, p. 7-11)

•

All of the composite liners simulated in this evaluation performed similarly, with low
(<0.13%) percentages of scenarios having maximum model-predicted concentrations higher
than the lithium RSL or arsenic MCL. Even composite liners with a high defect density,
representative of a thin (40 mil), non-federally compliant GM, achieved a level of protection
comparable to the baseline composite scenario.

•

The unlined SI scenario had the highest predicted downgradient concentrations, with more
than three-quarters of the simulations having a concentration higher than the reference RSL
or MCL. As previously noted, this scenario is not considered a liner alternative; rather, it
provides insight into the results that this model will predict for an uncontrolled scenario.

•

The engineered clay liner scenario was more similar to the uncontrolled scenario than to the
base case composite liner scenario for both arsenic and lithium. At 10 m downgradient of an
SI with an engineered clay liner, modeled groundwater concentrations exceeded the RSL for
lithium in 72% of simulations and exceeded the MCL for arsenic in 84% of simulations.
These percentages are higher than the percentage of RSL/MCL exceedances calculated by
USEPA (2014), which is consistent with the different assumptions used in the two
evaluations (i.e., monitoring point locations).

•

Model results for the low-hydraulic-conductivity (i.e., 10-8 cm/s) natural clay liners were
more similar to the base case composite liner scenario than to the unlined scenario for both
lithium and arsenic. Model-predicted maximum lithium concentrations for the natural liner
scenario with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-8 cm/s were less than the lithium RSL in 93–
94% of the simulations (depending on liner thickness) 10 m downgradient and 98–99% of the
simulations 100 m downgradient. Model-predicted maximum arsenic concentrations were
less than the arsenic MCL in 86–88% of simulations 10 m downgradient and 94–95% of
simulations 100 m downgradient.

•

The specific natural clay liner simulations that were evaluated with a thickness of 35 ft and
hydraulic conductivity values ranging from 5.5 × 10-9 to 2.2 × 10-8 cm/s—representative of
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the measured values in the case study site (Section 4)—were similar to the low-hydraulicconductivity scenarios, with model-predicted maximum lithium concentrations less than the
lithium RSL in 88% of the simulations at a distance of 10 m from the source and in 96% of
the simulations at a distance of 100 m from the source. Model-predicted maximum arsenic
concentrations were less than the arsenic MCL in 81% of simulations at a distance of 10 m
from the source and in 90% of simulations at a distance of 100 m from the source.
•

The hydraulic conductivity of the natural clays is a sensitive parameter in these evaluations.
As the hydraulic conductivity of a natural clay layer is decreased, the distribution becomes
more similar to the base case. Conversely, the natural clay liners with a modeled hydraulic
conductivity of 10-7 cm/s yielded concentration distributions between the 10-8 cm/s natural
clay scenario and the engineered clay liner. The modeled peak concentrations of lithium for
the natural clay scenario at 10-7 cm/s were higher than the lithium RSL in more than 40% of
simulations, while, at 10-8 cm/s, the modeled peak concentrations were higher than the
lithium RSL in fewer than 7% of simulations. For arsenic, the 10-7 cm/s natural clay liner
scenario resulted in modeled peak concentrations higher than the arsenic MCL in more than
50% of simulations, while the 10-8 cm/s scenario resulted in maximum concentrations higher
than the MCL in less than 14% of simulations. Conversely, the model had low sensitivity to
the thickness of the natural clay liner, within the range (25–150 ft) modeled.
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Figure 3-5
Probabilistic relative distribution of lithium concentrations in groundwater at a receptor
well 10 m downgradient
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Figure 3-6
Probabilistic relative distribution of lithium concentrations in groundwater at a receptor
well 100 m downgradient
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Figure 3-7
Probabilistic relative distribution of arsenic concentrations in groundwater at a receptor
well 10 m downgradient
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Figure 3-8
Probabilistic relative distribution of arsenic concentrations in groundwater at a receptor
well 100 m downgradient

3.4.2 Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyses were performed to test several modeling assumptions and restrictions,
summarized below.


The restriction that SI hydraulic heads be limited to 3 m or less.



The impact of modeling natural clays as an EPACMTP-defined “liner” (Figure 3-3). This
modeling construct was intended to ensure consistency across the different modeling
scenarios; however, by simulating natural clays as an EPACMTP-defined “liner,” rather than
as part of the unsaturated zone, several conservative limitations were introduced into the
modeling, specifically:
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•

–

Constituent migration through the thick natural clays was not considered. A steady-state
contaminant mass loading from the bottom of the natural clay liner over the 75-year SI
operational period was assumed; and

–

Sorption of arsenic was not considered during migration through the thick natural clay
liner. Lithium was modeled as a conservative tracer and is not subject to sorption.

Groundwater underlying the natural clay liner was required to be unconfined, with no net
positive pressure head at the base of the natural clay liner. This is due to the limitation,
required by EPACMTP, that groundwater cannot intersect the SI liner.

3.4.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis 1 – Impact of Hydraulic Head in SI
A sensitivity analysis was performed to test the parameter input restriction that the hydraulic
head present in the SI be less than or equal to 3 m, which was a validity requirement for the
Giroud (1997) equation (Section 3.3.2.1). The sensitivity analysis was conducted using two
scenarios: 1) the 35-ft natural clay liner with hydraulic conductivity varying from 5.5 × 10-9 to
2.2 × 10-8 cm/s, and 2) the baseline 60-mil composite liner. For these sensitivity analysis
scenarios, an infiltration rate distribution was calculated using the regional distribution data of SI
hydraulic heads built into EPACMTP, which include SI hydraulic head values up to 19 m.
Although the Giroud approach (Giroud, 1997) was selected for the primary analysis, because it is
similar to, but more current than, the default approach used in EPACMTP to calculate infiltration
through a composite liner (USEPA, 2003a, pp. 2–30), it is only valid for impoundment heads up
to 3 m. For this sensitivity analysis, two alternative approaches were used to calculate
infiltration: infiltration was calculated using EPACMTP directly and infiltration was calculated
using the analytical Touze-Foltz et al. (1999) equation. As described in Section 3.3.2.1,
EPACMTP was run to generate sets of input parameters, infiltration rates were calculated for
each of the 10,000 combinations of input parameters, percentile statistics were generated, the
percentiles were input to EPACMTP as an empirical distribution for the modeled infiltration rate
parameter, and EPACMTP was run again to produce the final sensitivity analysis results.
Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 plot the relative results for lithium and arsenic at a receptor well
located 10 m downgradient of the SI for the two sensitivity tests. Overall, the evaluation
indicates that the model results are not sensitive to hydraulic heads in the impoundment, and the
use of the Giroud (1997) equation with a head distribution from 0–3 m does not impart a
significant limitation on the evaluation. Specific observations include:
•

The different infiltration calculation approaches had negligible impact on the composite liner
scenario results.

•

For the natural clay liner scenario, the approach using the Touze-Foltz et al. (1999) equation
with up to 19 m of head yielded maximum concentrations that were slightly higher than the
Giroud equation with up to 3 m head, although the overall effect was negligible when
compared to the differences between liner scenarios (i.e., engineered clay vs natural clay at
10-7 cm/s vs natural clay at 10-8 cm/s vs composite; refer to Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6, Figure
3-7, and Figure 3-8).

•

For the natural clay liner scenario, the comparison between the EPACMTP approach and
Giroud approach differs by analyte:
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–

For lithium, the EPACMTP approach resulted in a concentration curve that was lower
than the Giroud approach up to about the 90th percentile, and then higher than the Giroud
approach.

–

For arsenic, the EPACMTP approach resulted in a concentration curve that was similar to
the Giroud approach until about the 90th percentile, and then higher.

–

In both cases, the percentile at which model-calculated concentrations begin to exceed
the RSL for lithium and the MCL for arsenic is similar for the EPACMTP and Giroud
approaches.

Figure 3-9
Sensitivity analysis of results to impoundment hydraulic head – lithium
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Figure 3-10
Sensitivity analysis of results to impoundment hydraulic head – arsenic

3.4.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis 2 – Impact of Natural Clay Liner Modeling Approach
To facilitate comparison among liner scenarios, the natural clay liners were modeled assuming
that the clays were part of the liner system (Figure 3-3; Section 3.4.1). This approach ensured
that a consistent set of model input parameters were used for each liner scenario. However, this
approach created several limitations; specifically, the model did not simulate constituent travel
through the natural clay liner and the model did not account for the reduced migration rate of
arsenic through the natural clay layer due to sorption. To assess the impact of modeling the
natural clay liner as an EPACMTP model-specified liner rather than as a natural earth material, a
new scenario was simulated in which the natural clay liner is modeled as the unsaturated zone
(Figure 3-11). For this scenario, the natural clay liner is simulated as the unsaturated zone.
Additionally, infiltration from the SI into the subsurface begins at the top of the natural clay
layer immediately under the impounded CCP. Contaminant transport through the natural clay
liner is thus simulated explicitly by EPACMTP.
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Figure 3-11
Sensitivity analysis – scenario in which the natural clay liner is modeled as the
unsaturated zone

Model sensitivity was tested for two scenarios: 1) the 35-ft natural clay liner with variable
hydraulic conductivity ranging from 5.5 × 10-9 to 2.2 × 10-8 cm/s, and 2) the 150-ft natural clay
liner with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s. The specification of fixed unsaturated zone
characteristics (fixed saturated hydraulic conductivity and thickness) in EPACMTP precludes the
use of EPACMTP regional databases to define other hydrogeologic characteristics. However, in
order to maintain consistency between model runs, model input parameters that were previously
sourced from regional databases, other than unsaturated zone thickness and conductivity, were
defined empirically based on the statistical distributions (0th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th, and
100th percentiles) of the input parameters generated by EPACMTP for the prior model runs. The
infiltration rates used for these analyses are the same as for the corresponding scenarios
presented in Table 3-3. 7
Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 show the results of the sensitivity analyses using the updated natural
clay modeling scenario compared with the prior results presented in Section 3.4.1. Addressing
the prior model limitations relating to constituent migration through the liner and sorption
resulted in lower modeled maximum downgradient concentrations for both the 35-ft and 150-ft
natural clay layers.
Simulating contaminant transport through the natural clay liner explicitly allows for simulation
of contaminant dispersion, which reduces the peak mass flux into the underlying aquifer at any
given time and thus reduces downgradient concentrations. Figure 3-14 shows a plot comparing
two lithium breakthrough curves at the water table for individual model runs (one of the 10,000
runs per simulation) from modeling the natural clays as an EPACMTP-defined liner and from
modeling the natural clays as an unsaturated zone. The individual runs were selected to have
Infiltration rates in all of the EPACMTP models are steady state (i.e., do not change over time). The use of
infiltration rates calculated using Darcy’s Law implies a fully saturated natural clay liner; in reality, a natural clay
liner may be unsaturated or partially saturated at the start of SI operation.

7
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similar infiltration rates (within 10% of each other) and source concentrations (on the order of
0.1 mg/L). The area under the curves shown in Figure 3-14, representing the mass per area
entering the saturated zone under the SI, is similar between the two scenarios (within 10% of
each other). However, the clay modeled as an unsaturated zone has a much lower peak
concentration entering the saturated zone due to the contaminant dispersion that occurs during
transport through the natural clay unsaturated zone.8

Figure 3-12
Sensitivity analysis comparing different natural clay layer modeling approaches – lithium

Lithium was modeled with a Kd of 0, meaning that retardation is not simulated and the only attenuation process
simulated is dispersion.
8
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Figure 3-13
Sensitivity analysis comparing different natural clay layer modeling approaches – arsenic
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Figure 3-14
Time vs concentration curves showing difference in EPACMTP results when the natural
clay is simulated using EPACMTP’s liner function (blue) vs simulation as the unsaturated
zone (red)

3.4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis 3 – Impact of Unconfined Groundwater Conditions at the
Base of the Natural Clay Liner
The natural clay liner modeling approach—in which the natural clay liners were modeled
assuming that the clays were part of the liner system (Figure 3-3; Section 3.4.1)—also created a
limitation in that groundwater conditions underlying the natural clay liner were required to be
unconfined, with no positive pressure head at the base of the natural clay liner. This limitation is
due to a restriction in EPACMTP that precludes groundwater or a groundwater mound from
intersecting a model-specified liner. However, changing the modeling approach so that natural
clay liners are simulated as part of the unsaturated zone also allows the impact of confined vs
unconfined conditions underlying the natural clay liners to be assessed. Confined groundwater
conditions underlying a natural clay liner9 will cause a reduction in infiltration across the natural
clay liner due to the reduced hydraulic gradient.10 Figure 3-15 presents a schematic depiction of
this scenario.

Confined groundwater underlying a thick natural clay is a plausible condition that occurs in reality, as illustrated in
the Section 4 case example, because the natural clays frequently act as a confining layer (see Figure 4-1).
10
i.e., the vertical hydraulic gradient across a natural clay liner that acts as a confining unit for an underlying aquifer
can be less than the vertical hydraulic gradient of greater than or equal to 1.0 (see Equation 3-2) that was simulated
for the analyses presented in Section 3.4.1, as well as for sensitivity analyses 1 and 2.
9
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Figure 3-15
Sensitivity analysis – scenario with confined underlying groundwater

A sensitivity analysis to assess the conditions depicted in Figure 3-15 was created by modifying
the modeled infiltration rates described in Section 3.4.2.2 for the 35-ft natural clay liner with
variable hydraulic conductivity. The presence of a non-zero potentiometric head at the bottom of
the liner can be accounted for in the Darcy’s Law approach described in Section 3.2.1 by
subtracting the potentiometric head at the bottom of the liner (ha) from the total head term
(Equation 3-4). It was assumed that the potentiometric head in the underlying groundwater
aquifer (ha) was 80% of the thickness of the natural clay liner (0.8 ts).
𝑞𝑞 = 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 (

ℎ− ℎ𝑎𝑎
𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠

Eq. 3-4

+ 1)

The results of sensitivity analysis 3 are presented in Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17. Accounting for
the pressure head at the base of the natural clay reduces the model-predicted maximum
concentrations for both lithium and arsenic relative to scenarios that do not account for the
pressure head. Even at the conservative 90th percentile for this scenario, model-predicted
concentrations for lithium and arsenic are both below their respective RSL and MCL reference
lines.
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Figure 3-16
Sensitivity analysis comparing unconfined and confined underlying groundwater – lithium
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Figure 3-17
Sensitivity analysis comparing unconfined and confined underlying groundwater – arsenic
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CASE STUDY
Two CCP SIs (Ponds 1 and 2) located at the JR Whiting Power Plant (JRWPP) in southeastern
Michigan were constructed in a natural clay hydrogeologic environment reportedly having low
hydraulic conductivity. The total area of Ponds 1 and 2 combined is about 15 acres. The ponds
were operational for 64 years, from 1952 to April 2016. In this section, the geologic setting of
the JRWPP’s CCP ponds using both regional literature and site-specific data analyses are
reviewed to evaluate whether sufficient data have been collected to characterize the natural clays
at the JRWPP site and to determine whether or not the natural clays are operating as an effective
liner. The site-specific reports cited in this case study are available for reference as indicated in
Appendix C. The review includes available groundwater quality monitoring data and statistical
evaluations to further evaluate whether there is evidence of any preferential flow pathways or
leakage through the natural clay liner.

4.1 Geologic Setting
The JRWPP is located in the southeastern portion of Monroe County, Michigan, and is within
the Lake Erie-Lake St. Clair basin. The geology, hydrology, and resulting aquifer water quality
in this area have been documented by the United States Geological Survey (USGS, 1996, 1997).
In particular, the geology and water quality of Monroe County have been described using data
from 32 USGS observation wells (USGS, 1996). The deposits present in the southeastern portion
of Monroe County are characterized as glacial till underlain by bedrock from the Salina Group
(as observed in USGS wells G32 and G33; USGS, 1996). The USGS reports on Monroe County
provide a generalized description of the area’s geologic setting, while recognizing that the
complex depositional histories associated with glacial till can result in significant variations
locally. Detailed geologic information specific to the JRWPP site area was obtained from
Consumers Energy to further bolster the site geological characterization.
4.1.1 Glacial Till
The glacial deposits in southeastern Michigan are clay-rich due to their origin from the scouring
of the local shales (USGS, 1997, p. 19). These fine-grained, stratified glacial deposits are
comprised of clay, silt, and very fine sands and may include thin, discontinuous layers of sand
and gravels (USGS, 1997, Figure 7, p. 50). The glacial deposits have hydraulic conductivities
ranging from 3.5 × 10-10 to 3.5 × 10-7 cm/s (USGS, 1997, Figure 7, p. 50). Surficial clay deposits
with an approximate depth of 50 ft are found in southeastern Monroe County, near the JRWPP
site (USGS, 1996, Figures 6 and 7).
The stratigraphy of the geologic formation adjacent to the JRWPP CCP ponds is described in the
boring logs collected during the installation of six monitoring wells along the perimeter of ponds
1 and 2 (Arcadis of Michigan, 2016, Appendix A). The boring logs describe medium- to highplasticity clay beginning between 13 and 30 feet below ground surface (ft bgs) and extending to
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70 or 80 ft bgs, with some isolated observations of silts, coarse sand, and pebbles. The lithology
from 6 ft (where observations begin) to 30 ft bgs is variable, with observations of coal and fly
ash, organic materials (roots and peat), and silts. Based on boring log observations (Arcadis of
Michigan, 2016, Appendix A), the glacial till layer at the JRWPP site ranges from approximately
40 to 60 ft thick, but the glacial till clay layer underneath ponds 1 and 2 is estimated to be at least
35 ft thick (limestone bedrock is located at approximately 520 ft above mean sea level (ft
AMSL), and the bottoms of ponds 1 and 2 are located at approximately 555 ft AMSL (TRC,
2018a)). The reduced glacial till clay thickness under ponds 1 and 2 is because clay was
excavated during pond construction and the ponds were built into the till layer (Figure 4-1). The
boring logs include descriptions of thin layers with sand, cobbles, and pebbles in several of the
locations, but they are not interpreted as a continuous feature at the site (Arcadis of Michigan,
2016). Furthermore, no fractures in the glacial till are noted in the boring logs.

Figure 4-1
Geologic cross-section through pond 1 – JRWPP site
Source: TRC (2018a). The blue line indicates the potentiometric surface of the limestone bedrock unit, rather
than the water table.

Permeameter tests were conducted on eight samples of clay collected from seven boreholes
located elsewhere on the JRWPP site (TRC, 2018a). Each sample represented a vertical interval
of approximately 1 ft and was collected at depths between 31.5 and 53 ft bgs, with most samples
falling between 33 and 39 ft bgs. The measured hydraulic conductivity values ranged from
5.5 × 10-9 to 2.2 × 10-8 cm/s (TRC, 2018a).
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4.1.2 Bedrock
The bedrock surface within Monroe County generally slopes toward Lake Erie and is found at
approximately 550 ft AMSL along Lake Erie (USGS, 1996, p. 8). In the southeastern portion of
the county, only the Salina Group, the oldest rock unit in the area, is present (USGS, 1996, p. 7).
Carbonates dominate the Salina Group, and the bedrock is comprised of limestone and dolomite,
with interbedded shales and sulfate-rich evaporite deposits in the area surrounding the JRWPP
(anhydrite and gypsum; USGS, 1997, p. 12).
The bedrock aquifer is confined by the surficial clays in southeastern Monroe County near the
JRWPP, and groundwater is derived from secondary features (fractures and bedding-plane
partings) in the carbonates (USGS, 1996, pp. 16, 20). The main recharge area for this aquifer is
within the central portion of the county, and the potential for recharge is lowest in the
southeastern portion of the county (USGS, 1996, p. 20). Historically, the area near the JRWPP
was a “flowing-well district,” indicating that the potentiometric water level was higher than the
ground surface (USGS, 1996, p. 2), although the potentiometric surface at the site suggests that
this is no longer the case for the area around the JRWPP (Figure 4-1).
The bedrock aquifer at the JRWPP site is described in the boring logs collected during the
installation of six monitoring wells at the perimeter of the ponds (Arcadis of Michigan, 2016,
Appendix A). The bedrock is characterized as a homogeneous, fine-grained limestone with
visible (“little large”) pores and calcite crystals beginning between 70 and 80 ft bgs and
extending the depth of the borehole (typically an additional 15–20 ft bgs) (Arcadis of Michigan,
2016, Appendix A).
Hydraulic conductivity was measured in three of the six monitoring wells screened in the
bedrock aquifer using the pneumatic slug test method. The values ranged from 7.1 × 10-3 to
3.5 × 10-3 cm/s (Arcadis of Michigan, 2016, Table 3). Groundwater elevation data collected nine
times between December 2016 and October 2017 show that the horizontal hydraulic gradient
within this aquifer is very low (incalculable) and potentially stagnant; thus, there is no dominant
overall flow direction (TRC, 2018a, p. 6).

4.2 Groundwater Monitoring Network
4.2.1 Well Placement
At the JRWPP CCP ponds, the groundwater monitoring system consists of six monitoring wells
screened in the confined bedrock aquifer, which are located along the perimeter of the ponds
(Figure 4-2). The well screens are 10 ft long and start approximately 5 ft from the top of the
bedrock layer; the screen intervals are all found between 78 and 96 ft bgs (Arcadis of Michigan,
2016, Table 1). As described above, the groundwater in the bedrock aquifer is physically
separated from the ponds by at least 35 ft of clay-rich glacial till deposits. Water level
monitoring in the six wells has demonstrated little to no sustained hydraulic gradient between the
wells and no dominant flow direction; thus, a hydraulically upgradient location could not be
conclusively identified.
Given the lack of observed discontinuities in the till and bedrock, small (15-acre) area of the
site—and the CSM for a natural clay liner that indicates an area-wide release rather than a
pinhole release—the use of six monitoring wells along the perimeter of the ponds is adequate for
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characterizing groundwater composition and for compliance monitoring. A minimum of three
monitoring wells are required under the CCP Rule. The additional wells at the JRWPP site
address both uncertainties about aquifer heterogeneity and groundwater flow direction. The
groundwater monitoring system, with the six wells taken together, provides a thorough
representation of the geologic formation on which the ponds are constructed and is positioned to
detect changes in groundwater quality within the uppermost aquifer.

Figure 4-2
Groundwater monitoring locations – JRWPP site
Source: TRC (2018b). Note that this photo was taken before the ponds were dewatered. Final cover was
completed in 2019.

4.2.2 Regional Water Quality
The bedrock aquifers in Monroe County yield groundwater with highly variable quality due to
the bedrock and hydrologic variability of the aquifer (USGS, 1996, p. 32). For example, the total
dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations in the carbonate aquifers (Salina Group and others) range
from 203 to 2,700 mg/L (USGS, 1996, p. 36, 1997, p. 75). Groundwater in this area with TDS
less than 500 mg/L is typically calcium-bicarbonate type, while groundwater with TDS
concentrations over 500 mg/L is calcium-bicarbonate-sulfate (mixed anion) to calcium-sulfate
(sulfate) type (USGS, 1996, p. 32). In southeastern Michigan, the bedrock aquifer produces
sulfate-type water and may have TDS concentrations over 1,000 mg/L (Table 4-1; USGS, 1996,
p. 32, Figure 24).
Regional water quality measurements indicate that the shallow bedrock aquifer produces sulfatetype water with high dissolved solids that is typically not considered suitable for drinking. The
natural state of this groundwater is that it has cation and anion concentrations that exceed state
and federal standards for drinking water, including for chloride, sulfate, and TDS.
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4.2.3 Background Water Quality Conditions
Background conditions are typically estimated using upgradient wells and are used to
approximate the range of naturally occurring concentrations present at a site. Groundwater
monitoring of the six perimeter wells at the JRWPP site was used to establish background
conditions, considering data from nine sampling rounds over an 11-month period (from
December 2016 to October 2017; TRC, 2018b). These initial results showed that the
groundwater present in the bedrock aquifer has elevated concentrations of sulfate, chloride, and
TDS as well as elevated pH (i.e., above USEPA and Michigan drinking water standards
[USEPA, 2018c; MDEQ, 2018]), similar to, and within the range of, the observations described
in the USGS reports for Monroe County (USGS, 1996, 1997), and low (<250 μg/L)
concentrations of boron (Figure 4-3). 11 Boron is a key indicator constituent for coal ash leachate
(EPRI, 2012, 2017).

11

Regional reports did not report on boron concentrations.
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Table 4-1
Groundwater quality in Southeastern Michigan
Criteria
Parameter

Units

Groundwater Data

USEPA
MCL

MI
Residential

MI
NonResidential

MI
GSI

Southeast
Michigan

Monroe
County

USGS Well
Nearest to
JRWPP

Groundwater
Monitoring
at JRWPP

Appendix III Constituents
Boron

µg/L

NC

500

500

7,200

NR

NR

NR

166-247

Calcium

mg/L

NC

NC

NC

500

57-400

29-460

220

87.1-165

Chloride

mg/L

250a

250

250

50

9.4-10

1.1-600

36

35.7-52.5

Fluoride

µg/L

4,000

NC

NC

NC

NR

100-2,700

2,700

1,030-1,700

pH, Field

SU

6.5-8.5

6.5-8.5

6.5-8.5

6.5-9.0

NR

7.0-8.0

7.4

7.4-8.7

Sulfate

mg/L

250a

250

250

500

150-1,200

<0.1-1,400

800

282-469

Total Dissolved
Solids

mg/L

500a

500

500

500

207-2,430

203-2,700

1,270

610-984

Appendix IV Constituents
Antimony

µg/L

6

6

6

130

NR

NR

NR

All ND (<1.0)

Arsenic

µg/L

10

10

10

10

NR

<1-1

<1

<1-3.2

Barium

µg/L

2,000

2,000

2,000

670

NR

6-320

24

9.9-40

Beryllium

µg/L

4

4

4

6.7

NR

<0.5-2

0.5

All ND (<1.0)

Cadmium

µg/L

5

5

5

3

NR

All ND
(<5.0)

<1.0

<0.2-0.2

Chromium

µg/L

100

100

100

100

NR

<1-5

<1.0

<1-3.7

Cobalt

µg/L

NC

40

100

100

NR

All ND (<20)

<3.0

<15-15

Fluoride

µg/L

4,000

NC

NC

NC

NR

100-2,700

2,700

1,030-1,700
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Table 4-1 (continued)
Groundwater quality in Southeastern Michigan
Criteria

Groundwater Data

Units

USEPA
MCL

MI
Residential

MI
NonResidential

MI
GSI

Southeast
Michigan

Monroe
County

USGS Well
Nearest to
JRWPP

Groundwater
Monitoring
at JRWPP

Lead

µg/L

NC

4

4

29

NR

<1-7

<1.0

<1-1

Lithium

µg/L

NC

170

350

440

NR

<4-200

55

39-71

Mercury

µg/L

2

2

2

0.2

NR

NR

NR

<0.2-0.2

Molybdenum

µg/L

NC

73

210

3,200

NR

All ND (<30)

<10

<5-6

Radium-226

pCi/L

5

NC

NC

NC

NR

NR

NR

0.271-2.46

Radium-226/228

pCi/L

5

NC

NC

NC

NR

NR

NR

0.396-4.37

Radium-228

pCi/L

5

NC

NC

NC

NR

NR

NR

0.338-3.48

Selenium

µg/L

50

50

50

5

NR

NR

NR

<1-1

Thallium

µg/L

2

2

2

3.7

NR

NR

NR

<2 - <20

Parameter

Notes:
GSI = Groundwater-Surface Water Interface; JRWPP = JR Whiting Power Plant; MCL = Maximum Contaminant Level; MI = Michigan; NC = No Criteria; ND
= Not Detected; NR = Not Reported; USEPA = United States Environmental Protection Agency; USGS = United States Geological Survey
BOLD value indicates at least one exceedance of the listed criteria.
Most metals are reported as dissolved in USGS reports (USGS, 1996, 1997). JWRPP data are analyzed as total metals unless otherwise specified.
Sources:
USEPA MCL = USEPA (2018c)
MI Residential, Non-Residential, and GSI = Michigan Part 201 Generic Drinking Water Cleanup Criteria (MDEQ, 2018).
Southeast Michigan = Values from the Carbonate Aquifer in Southeast Michigan (USGS, 1997, Table 17).
Monroe County = Values from the Silurian-Devonian Aquifer (USGS, 1996, Table 4).
USGS Well Nearest to JRWPP = Values from USGS Well 33 (USGS, 1996, Table 2).
Groundwater Monitoring at JRWPP = Includes results from 10 sampling events of six wells (JWR-MW-15001 to JWR-MW-15006) between December
2016 and November 2017 (TRC, 2018b). Appendix IV constituents were not reported for the November 2017 event.
a) Secondary MCL
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Figure 4-3
Boron concentrations over time at on-site monitoring wells – JRWPP site
Source: TRC (2018a)
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Based on the lack of a dominant flow direction at the JRWPP site and the naturally elevated
concentrations of many constituents, an intrawell, prediction interval approach was selected by
TRC as the most appropriate statistical procedure for evaluating potential compliance at these
wells (TRC, 2017). This approach compares concentrations measured at a well against a series of
background measurements from the same well. Boron concentrations are low and do not exhibit
an increasing trend (167–247 μg/L; Figure 4-3), indicating that groundwater has not been
impacted by a release from the JRWPP CCP ponds and that intrawell statistics are acceptable for
this site. Prediction limits for each well are established by estimating the upper limit of future
values based on the initial observations of the range of naturally occurring concentrations at the
site. TRC established prediction limits for the seven constituents listed in Appendix III of the
CCR Rule for each well to analyze results from the nine initial sampling rounds. The prediction
limits for each constituent and well are shown in Table 4-2 (TRC, 2018b) and may be revised
periodically (every four to eight sampling rounds; TRC, 2017).
Table 4-2
Upper prediction limits of Appendix III constituents – JRWPP site
JRW‐
MW‐
15001

JRW‐
MW‐
15002

JRW‐
MW‐
15003

JRW‐
MW‐
15004

JRW‐
MW‐
15005

JRW‐
MW‐
15006

Boron (μg/L)

251

229

219

271

256

240

Calcium (mg/L)

182

185

162

143

127

144

Chloride (mg/L)

54.4

54.5

55.5

54.7

44

52.1

Fluoride (mg/L)

1,560

1,870

1,810

1,860

1,730

1,710

Field pH (SU)

7.4-8.1a

7.3-7.8

7.4-8.2

7.4-7.9

7.7-8.4

7.1-9.0

Sulfate (mg/L)

469

495

454

389

347

404

Total Dissolved Solids
(mg/L)

974a

1,020

969

900

844a

922a

Constituent

Notes:
a) Indicates that a non-normal distribution was used. For the total dissolved solids non-normal distributions, the
maximum of the nine background values was used. For the field pH (standard unit [SU]), the minimum and
maximum of the nine background values were used (TRC, 2018b).

4.2.4 Detection Monitoring Events and Statistically Significant Increases
As mandated by the CCR Rule, the results from ongoing detection monitoring events are
evaluated against the prediction limits established using the background sampling. If a new result
does not fall within the established prediction limits, the result is tentatively identified as a
statistically significant increase (SSI) and requires further evaluation within 90 days. The results
for the first round of detection monitoring are provided in Table 4-3 (December 2017; TRC,
2018b). Potential SSIs were identified for field pH measurements in three wells (with the pH
being lower than the established prediction limits). These wells were resampled within 30 days
for pH alone, and no exceedances of the prediction limits were found upon resampling; therefore,
no SSIs were recorded for this detection monitoring event (TRC, 2018b).
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Table 4-3
Detection monitoring results, November 2017 – JRWPP site
JRWMW15001

JRWMW15002

JRWMW15003

JRWMW15004

JRWMW15005

JRWMW15006

Boron (μg/L)

179

187

176

207

173

166

Calcium (mg/L)

128

137

114

103

90.5

102

Chloride (mg/L)

51.9

50.6

49

52.5

40.5

49.2

Fluoride (mg/L)

1,400

1,500

1,500

1,400

1,300

1,400

Field pH (SU)a

6.8 (7.5)

7.0 (7.6)

7.4

7.2 (7.7)

7.9

7.7

Sulfate (mg/L)

439

464

390

356

325

373

Total Dissolved Solids
(mg/L)

934

832

758

686

644

700

Constituent

Notes:
Samples were collected on November 13, 2017.
Data reported in TRC (2018b).
a) The field pH measurements in three wells were below the established prediction limits and required verification
resampling, which occurred on January 18, 2018. Results from the re-sampling are given in parentheses, and these
results were all within the prediction limits.

4.3 Summary
The USGS reports for Monroe County describe a carbonate bedrock aquifer overlain by a
surficial glacial clay layer that is regionally extensive, with a typical thickness of 50 ft in
southeastern Michigan (USGS, 1996, 1997). At the JRWPP site, the clay thickness has been
observed to be at least 35 ft from the bottoms of ponds 1 and 2 to the bedrock aquifer. Hydraulic
conductivity measurements of on-site clays range from approximately 10-9 to 10-8 cm/s. The
geology between boreholes is consistent, and no fractures or continuous sand strings that could
serve as continuous flow paths in the clay were identified.
Groundwater quality is being monitored at the JRWPP site using six perimeter wells located near
the CCP ponds (TRC, 2018b). The placement of the wells is near the top of the bedrock aquifer
and along the perimeter of the ponds in order to detect changes in groundwater quality in this
area of near-stagnant groundwater flow. Nine sampling events were used to characterize the
range of concentrations at the site, and the variability of the concentrations was statistically
evaluated to establish prediction limits for each constituent in each well (TRC, 2018b). During
the background monitoring period, the groundwater contained elevated concentrations of sulfate,
major cations, and TDS similar to the wells described in the USGS reports on Monroe County
(USGS, 1996, 1997). During detection monitoring that has been completed to date, no SSIs have
been reported (TRC, 2018b). The key finding for this evaluation is that boron concentrations in
the uppermost aquifer are low (167 to247 μg/L) after 64 years of operation. The lack of elevated
boron concentrations indicates that SI operations have not had an impact on groundwater quality
at this site.
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Overall, the geology at the JRWPP site, and specifically underlying CCP ponds 1 and 2, is well
characterized, consisting of a continuous layer of low-permeability clays. These clays are serving
as a natural clay liner, separating the CCP ponds from the underlying bedrock aquifer. The
groundwater monitoring system has six monitoring wells and is positioned to detect changes in
groundwater quality. To date, no groundwater concentration impacts associated with CCP pond 1
or 2 have been detected at any of the JRWPP site’s groundwater monitoring wells.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this research was to evaluate the performance of alternative liners relative to a
base case composite liner as specified under the CCR Rule. A key element of this research was
modeling to evaluate whether or not an alternative SI liner can perform similarly to a composite
liner as defined under the CCR Rule and, by extension, be protective of HHE. This research was
supplemented with a conceptual review of containment strategies using composite and
alternative liners and a case study.
Section 3 presents comparative probabilistic modeling of the performance of alternative liner
types at SI sites using USEPA’s EPACMTP model, along with estimates for liner infiltration
rates widely known and used by practitioners. Two risk-driving analytes, lithium and arsenic,
were simulated. The modeling approach was consistent with USEPA’s CCR Risk Assessment
(USEPA, 2014), when feasible, and reasonable parameter selections were made for other inputs
in order to facilitate an evaluation of relative liner performance.
The base case for the modeling was a composite liner consisting of a 60-mil HDPE layer over a
2-ft compacted soil layer with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s. An unlined scenario was
also included to represent an uncontrolled scenario. Alternative liners that were simulated
included an engineered clay liner, several variations of thick natural clay liners, and composite
liners that differ from the criteria specified in the CCR Rule. The results were evaluated by
comparing maximum lithium and arsenic concentrations predicted by the model for various liner
scenarios. Health-based values (specifically, the RSL for lithium and the MCL for arsenic) are
also presented for reference, although it is important to note that there are numerous conservative
assumptions used in this modeling such that any comparison to the health-based numbers is also
conservative.
The results of the comparative modeling show that the alternative composite liners that were
simulated performed similarly to the base case composite liner. In addition, thick natural clay
liners with a hydraulic conductivity of about 10-8 cm/s performed more similarly to the base case
composite liner scenario than to the unlined scenario. Conversely, engineered liners and thick
natural clay liners with a hydraulic conductivity of 10-7 cm/s yielded results that were closer to
the unlined scenario than to the base case composite scenario, although these liner alternatives
were less likely than the unlined scenario to yield a constituent concentration higher than the
reference health-based criteria. Sensitivity analyses showed that more refined modeling scenarios
for natural clay liners that account for constituent migration and sorption within the liner in
addition to potential confined groundwater conditions in the underlying aquifer reduced the
maximum model-predicted downgradient concentrations; for these revised scenarios,
performance of the natural clay liners was closer to that predicted for the baseline composite
scenario.
Even with the conservative assumptions used in this modeling, thousands of combinations of
environmental parameters identified in the Monte Carlo analysis for each scenario yielded model
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results in which maximum constituent concentrations at the point of compliance did not exceed
the human health benchmark within the 10,000-year time frame of the modeling. These results,
by extension, suggest that there are many plausible scenarios in which alternative liners can be
protective of HHE.
Highlighting the previous point, a case study was presented that shows an effective natural clay
liner at an SI site in southeastern Michigan. The geology has been well characterized both by
regional USGS studies and by site-specific investigations showing that a competent 35-ft-thick
natural clay layer with a hydraulic conductivity between 5.5 × 10-9 to 2.2 × 10-8 cm/s is present
underlying the SI. A groundwater monitoring network has been established that shows low,
stable concentrations of boron, the key indicator constituent for CCP leachate, and no SSIs for
other monitored constituents.
Taken together, the results of the modeling and the case study provide evidence that certain
alternative liners—such as non-federally compliant composite liners and thick natural clay liners
with low hydraulic conductivity—can achieve performance approaching that of the base case
composite liner, which the USEPA (2014) has determined is protective of HHE.
This research is not intended to support use of alternative liners for new units. As noted in
Section 2, the base case composite liner is protective regardless of hydrogeologic environment.
Rather, these results suggest that certain existing units with non-federally compliant composite
liners, or with thick natural clay liners that have low hydraulic conductivity, can be similarly
protective of HHE as the base case composite liner at sites with favorable hydrogeologic
conditions, which can be established using a performance standard approach to review
groundwater monitoring data to ensure that there are low boron concentrations in groundwater
and no SSIs caused by SI operation.
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EPACMTP MODEL INPUT FILES
Due to their large file size, the model files are not included with this document. Please contact
Bruce Hensel (bhensel@epri.com) if interested in obtaining the model input files.
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TABULATED MODELING RESULTS
Due to their large file size, the model files are not included with this document. Please contact
Bruce Hensel (bhensel@epri.com) if interested in obtaining the model output files.
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CASE STUDY SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Due to large file size, the case study supporting documentation is not included with this
document. Please contact Bruce Hensel (bhensel@epri.com) if interested in obtaining the
documentation.
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